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Abstract 

 

Arched and shell structures are one of the most important structural typologies in the field of 

lightweight structures. These structures are able to span large distances with low self-weight. The 

load-carrying behavior of a shell structure correlates strongly with its geometry.  

 

The concept of adaptive structures is based on the approach that the behavior of an engineering 

structure is not established once during the initial design phase, but rather that the structural 

response is controlled continuously via the integration of active components. The activation of the 

structure focuses on the manipulation of the force and stress states, the displacements as well as 

the control of vibrations. This approach allows the structure to react to temporally and spatially 

variable loads with the goal of optimizing the load-carrying behavior. The design of the structural 

elements can thus be carried out for significantly reduced demands, ideally resulting in substantial 

material savings in comparison with passive structures. 

 

The subject of this graduation project is the active manipulation of the load-carrying behavior of 

a flexible arch structure. The goal of this manipulation is the homogenization of the stress fields and 

the minimization of the maximum stresses governing the design. Within the context of this work, the 

active rotation of the supports is investigated as the means for this manipulation. 

 

The optimal activation processes are determined using numerical optimization procedures. Due 

to large displacements of the structure, geometrically nonlinear effects are included during the 

determination of the optimal support rotations. The procedures presented have the potential to be 

applied to similar problems within the field of adaptive structures. 

 

An experimental structure is built in practice and the practical application of a control system is 

realized. Therefore, this research has coupled several software programs and hardware to form a 

control loop. The practical control system is able to actively control the structure for (quasi) static 

loads only. The techniques for implementing the static control loop in practice can also be applied to 

other structures. A basis for a dynamic control system is formed but this is not implemented in 

practice. The technique for deriving the dynamic equations including sensors and actuators can be 

adopted for other structures as well. 

 

This research shows that the lightweight arch structure can be actively controlled for static loads 

and significant stress reductions are achieved using active control. 
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1. Introduction 

 

This graduation project is titled “Active stress reduction of a thin arch structure”. In order to 

introduce this topic, consider the conventional approach in structural design, where buildings are 

designed according to building codes providing strength and stiffness requirements based on 

extreme loading conditions that rarely occur during a buildings lifetime. This means that most of the 

time, a building is overdesigned, as it only has to cope with lower loads compared to the loads it is 

designed for. Additionally, loads are considered to be static in general.   

 

In the field of Adaptive Structures, research is done in order to design future buildings using far less 

material while still being able to cope with extreme loadings. Thereby significantly reducing the 

environmental impact of the building industry.  Simultaneously, structural possibilities are brought 

to a higher level, allowing for more challenging and efficient structures, such as taller skyscrapers, 

larger bridges, better storm and earthquake resisting buildings and ultra-lightweight structures. The 

thin arch structure, is considered a flexible lightweight structure. A negative effect of minimizing the 

amount of material, is that the mass and stiffness of the structure is reduced, which naturally makes 

it more susceptible to dynamic  excitation and potentially leads to hazardous resonance effects.  

 

Adaptive structures, opposed to conventional structures, have the ability to alter their configuration, 

form or properties in response to changes in the environment and external loading. This can be 

realized by adding actuators to a structure that can supply active control forces based on the 

structure’s current  state. The active control forces favorably change the structure’s shape, thereby 

replacing the excessive structural material, required only under extreme loading conditions, with an 

active control force that comes into force only when extreme loading conditions occur. In doing so, 

the structure is passively capable to comply with building code requirements on a regular day, and 

gets a little extra help from active control when required. The active control system must be able to 

respond to not only static, but also dynamic loading conditions, as the latter have an increasingly 

large effect when a structure’s weight decreases.  

 

In order to steer the actuators, a feedback control system must be applied. The state of the structure 

is measured by sensors in real-time. Based on these measurements, a  control algorithm calculates 

the appropriate actuator action and the actuators apply it to the structure. In this graduation 

project, a feedback control system is designed and applied in order to control  a flexible arch 

structure.  

 

1.1 Relevance of research 

 

Actively controlled lightweight structures are, as of yet, rarely built and knowledge on the subject is 

limited. Most research up until now focused on investigating and quantifying the possible benefits of 

actively controlled lightweight structures through numerical methods. A main focus of this research 

is to  build an actual test structure and investigate how active control can be applied in practice.  A 
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scientific value would therefore be, to enable other structural engineers to design actively controlled 

lightweight structures. Another important value is that the research is not purely theoretical but a 

structure is actually built. Unknown practical issues and complications can therefore be investigated 

as well. Research areas, such as dynamics and structural design are combined in this research. By 

collaboration, knowledge can be interchanged which benefits everybody. 

 

1.2 Problem statement 

 

As stated in the introduction, the environmental impact of the building industry must be reduced for 

a sustainable future. This requires new structural optimization methods that lead to further 

minimization of structural material. In a conventional “static” approach, a building is overdesigned 

for most of its lifetime, as it only has to cope with lower loads compared to the rarely occurring 

extreme loads it is designed for, meaning a lot of excess structural material. 

 

A promising alternative is based on the concept of adaptive structures (Figure 1-1). By accepting 

larger deformations, a structure can react in a passive adaptable way which reduces internal forces 

and load impact. With active adaptability the structural behavior can be modified in real-time and 

further optimized. Combining passive and active adaptability can result in even further structural 

optimization and minimization of structural material, where the structural response is controlled 

during periods of peak loading by temporarily induced energy. 

 

 
Figure 1-1. Reduction in material use in an arch by passive adaptive, active adaptive and passive + active adaptive 

behavior
4 

 

Active real-time control of lightweight structures is new in the building industry and its potential for 

material reduction is not fully known. Therefore this is researched by numerical and experimental 

tests. The active control system must be able to respond to time-varying loads. The nature of these 

loads may be (quasi) static or dynamic. Since the structure relies on the active control system to 

ensure its integrity, it is vital that the control system can act fast and accurately. 
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This thesis particularly focusses on designing and building a control system for “quasi-static” loads. A 

step towards expanding the control system for dynamic loads is also made. However, this is not 

implemented in practice, because it would go beyond the size of a graduation project. 

 

1.3 Goals of the thesis 

 

The main goal of this research is to: 

 

“Design and build a lightweight arch structure that is passively capable to deal with 

average loading conditions and is still able to deal with extreme loading conditions by 

using active control.” 

 

Additional objectives are summarized below: 

 

 

 Design and build a real-time feedback control system for adaptation to arbitrary static loads. 

 Optimize the control system for adaptation to (quasi) static load. Reduce peak stresses in the 

arch by static actuation (rotation of the supports). Quantify the peak stress reduction that is 

achieved.  

 Build a working practical structure to visualize the possibilities of active control. 

 Create a general working method for designing actively controlled structures that may be 

utilized for designing other active structures. 

 Investigate the extension of the control system for adaptation to dynamic loading and 

vibration reduction.  

 

1.4 Choice of adaptive structure 

 

A circular arch is the structure of choice for this project. The choice for this type of structure 

originated from the drawing in Figure 1-1. The benefits of an arch is that it is simple to build in 

practice, which makes it a suitable test structure. Additionally, an arch is very efficient in resisting 

vertical equally distributed loads, but very poor in resisting other load, such as  asymmetric loads, 

horizontal loads or radial loads. Relatively large bending moments and deformations arise due to 

these types of loads and that is exactly the idea of this project. Because then the effect of the active 

control system becomes clearly visible.  
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1.5 Outline of the thesis 

  

Chapter 1:  Introductory chapter discussing the relevance of the research, the problem 
   statement, goals of this thesis and the choice of adaptive structure. 
 
Chapter 2:  The design of the thin arch structure is further specified and theoretical 

   principles at the foundation of the analysis are discussed. 
 
Chapter 3:  Numerical part of the thesis. The numerical models are explained. Equations 

   for dynamic analysis are found. Static optimization for stress reduction is 
   performed. A database is built used for the practical implementation. A 
   dynamic system including control is discussed. 

 
Chapter 4 :  Experimental part of the thesis. In this chapter, the practical application of 

   the control system is explained. The experimental setup and choice of 
   equipment is presented. An explanation of the communication between 
   sensors, actuators and computer is presented. The principle of the control 
   concept using a database is explained. A case study is performed. 

 
Chapter  5:  Conclusions and recommendations for further research.  
 
Chapter  6:  List of references. 

 

Chapter 7:  Appendices. 
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2. Thin Arch Structure 

 

In this chapter, the thin arch structure that is investigated in this project is described. The first 

section describes the design of the structure, and the second section explains some theoretical 

principles that can be applied to the structure.  

2.1 Design of the thin arch structure 

 

This research investigates an active control system applied to a flexible arch structure. The span 

of the arch is 1000mm, and the height at the center and the width are 300mm. The shape of the 

arch is circular. The radius of the circle is 567mm. The arch consists of a 124˚ section of the circle, 

the start and end angle compared with the horizontal are shown in   Table 2-1.  

 

 
  Figure 2-1. Arch design    Table 2-1. Properties of the  arch 

 

The design needs to be lightweight and large deformations must occur. Therefore a lightweight 

material with large elastic deformations is required. Plexiglas is chosen because of its favorable 

properties and transparency which allows the sensors to be clearly visible. The location and 

properties of the sensors are discussed in Section 4.1.1. The properties of plexiglas are displayed in 

  Table 2-1.  

 

The arch has to be actively controlled. This is done using actuators that can rotate the hinges. 

Therefore, the bearing of the arch is hinged at both short edges of the arch. Technically the bearing 

of the arch is fixed because the actuators cannot move along unless given a signal to move. 

2.2 Theoretical principles 

 

The mechanical principles used to model the thin arch structure are briefly discussed. First of all, 

the choice is made to use shell theory instead of arch theory because of the small thickness over 

width ratio. In arch theory, it is assumed that stresses and strains are constant over the width, which 

Properties of the arch 

Radius (mm) 567 

Start angle (degrees) 28 

End angle (degrees) 152 

Width (mm) 300 

Thickness (mm) 2 

Cross sectional area (mm2) 600 

Moment of inertia (mm4) 200 

Section modulus (mm3) 200 

Youngs modulus (N/mm2) 3300 

Shear modulus (N/mm2) 1700 

Poisson ratio 0.37 

Density (kg/mm3) 1.19e-06 
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is not true for the thin arch structure. The thin arch structure is therefore treated as a “single-curved 

shell”.  

 

In shell theory, a distinction between thin and thick shells is made. The difference between the 

two is whether or not shear deformations through the thickness of the shell are taken into account. 

Thin shell theory assumes that the normal to the mid-surface remains straight and perpendicular to 

the mid-surface while thick shell theory assumes the normal remains straight but not necessarily 

perpendicular. A general formula1 to determine whether a shell is  thick, thin or very thin is: 

 Thick shells   
1

50

t

R
   

 Thin shells   
1 1

50 1000

t

R
    

 Very thin shells 
1

1000

t

R
   

 

Where t is the thickness and R is the radius. According to this formula, the shell under 

investigation with / R 1/128t   can be considered a thin shell. In thin shell theory, further 

distinctions can be made between linear and nonlinear shelly theory. The principles on which linear 

shell theory is based are: 

 

 Normals to the undeformed middle surface remain straight and normal to the deformed 

middle surface and undergo no extension. This assumption implies that all the strain 

components (normal  and shear) in the direction of the normal to the middle surface 

vanish.  

 The transverse normal stress is small compared with the other normal stress  components 

and may be neglected. 

 The thickness of the shell is thin compared to its other dimensions. 

 Displacements of an arbitrary point of a shell are small in comparison to its thickness. As a 

consequence of this assumption, the products of the displacements and their partial 

derivatives will be neglected.  

  All calculations refer to the original configuration of the shell. This ensures the differential 

equations are linear. 

 

Since the thin shell under investigation is very flexible, large deformations are expected to occur. 

Linear shell theory is valid only for small deflections, ( 0.2 )w h , where w is the lateral deflection 

and h is the shell thickness. For this shell, lateral deflections will be much larger so nonlinear thin 

shell theory is applied. In this research this is taken into account by implementing the finite element 

method. 
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3. Numerical analysis: Static and Dynamic control 

 

In this chapter, the numerical part of the research is presented. The numerical part is divided 

into two main sections. The first section focusses on quasi-static control while the second part 

focuses on dynamic control. The quasi-static control is later applied in practice on an experimental 

structure (Chapter 4). Dynamic control is investigated in theory and simulations, but is not applied in 

practice in order to limit the size of the graduation project.  

 

First, the adaptive arch is modeled using finite element software. In Section 3.1, a 2D simulation 

model for the thin arch structure is created and in Section 3.2 a 3D simulation model is created. The 

3D model is used to design the static control system, while the 2D model is used to design the 

dynamic control system. A 3D model gives more accurate results, but the dynamic control system is 

too complex and therefore simplified to 2D and linear calculations. This choice is further supported 

in the respective subsections. After both models are introduced, a comparison is made between the 

two in order to validate them in Section 3.3. 

 

Next, the static analysis first focuses on the nature of the optimization problem, which is 

explained in Section 3.4. A global optimization algorithm is applied to find the optimal actuator 

rotations that minimize the stress in the adaptive arch. The application of this algorithm requires the 

use of object oriented programming in Abaqus. In order to be able to implement the static control 

loop in practice, Section 3.5 explains how a database is built featuring a large number of simulated 

load scenarios.  

 

In Section 3.6 a concept for implementing a dynamic control system design is discussed, but the 

analysis is not performed at the same level of detail as for the static control system. Finally, the 

results of the numerical part are summarized in Section 3.7. 

  

3.1 2D Arch model 

 

The two dimensional arch model is used for dynamic simulations. Because Matlab is well 

equipped for performing dynamic simulations and designing control systems, the choice is made to 

build the 2D arch directly in Matlab and not in a typical finite element program (Abaqus). This allows 

more insight in the methods used and makes the need to transfer the model from one program to 

another redundant.  

 

This section describes how the thin arch structure is modeled as a 2D arch model (Section 3.1.1). 

Next, the dynamic equations for this model are derived. This is done by implementing finite element 

theory (Section3.1.2) of the second-order type (Section 3.1.3) and finally the equations are simplified 

by implementing modal reduction and state space reduction (Section 3.1.4). 
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3.1.1 2D Arch properties 

 

 The dimensions and material of the arch are presented in Section 2.1. The arch has a circular 

shape with a 1m span between both supports. The scripts “Input_Arch_2D.m” and 

“MeshCylindricalShell2D.m” can be found in Appendix B1 and B2. Both scripts are used to initialize 

the finite element model of the arch in Matlab. The arch is constructed as a section from a full circle, 

which means that three variables are required to create the initial shape i.e. radius, start angle and 

end angle. This approach allows to easily change the dimensions of the arch. In Figure 3-1 the 

undeformed 2D arch is shown.  

 

 
Figure 3-1. Undeformed 2D arch 

 

3.1.2 Finite element type 

 

The book from Kwon & Bang [8]  is used to make a 2D-FEM model using Matlab scripts. First, the 

correct type of finite element has to be chosen to represent the arch behavior. The arch is subjected 

to both axial and bending loads and therefore the element type should include both axial and 

bending deformation. A 2D frame element is used. In Figure 3-2, a 2-node frame element is depicted 

with 3 degrees of freedom at each node: horizontal displacement u1, vertical displacement u2 and 

rotation ϴ3 at node 1 and horizontal displacement u4, vertical displacement v5 and rotation ϴ6 at 

node 2.  
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Figure 3-2. Frame element 

 

The degrees of freedom are depicted in both the local and global coordinate system, where the ‘ 

sign indicates the local coordinate system. For a circular structure, each finite element has a 

different orientation and therefore a different local coordinate system. In the Matlab scripts, 

deformations are always expressed using global coordinates, while internal forces are calculated in 

the local coordinate system. This ensures that normal forces are in the plane of the arch and shear 

forces are perpendicular.   

 

3.1.3 Second-order 2D model 

 

As introduced in the beginning of this chapter, the 2D model is used for designing the dynamic 

control system. The purpose of the dynamic control system is to reduce vibrations in the arch due to 

wind loads. The dynamic control system is investigated numerically and is not applied in practice. 

Since this is the first dynamic control system that is developed at the faculty of the Build 

Environment, the creation of this system is explained step by step in this thesis.  

 

In Figure 3-3 a general schedule of the dynamic modelling and control process is given. In this 

section, the equations of motion, including actuators and sensors are formulated. In 3.1.4 the 

equations are rewritten into modal state-space form. 
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Figure 3-3. Dynamic modelling and simulation process 

 

 

As a first step, a static model of the 2D arch is created. This is done to compare the deformations 

of the 2D model with the 3D model (which is developed in Section 3.2) and validate that the results 

are similar (this is done in Section 3.3). The equations of the static model are of the form: 

 

 K q F              (3.1)

     

Where K is a n x n  stiffness matrix, q is a n x 1 displacement vector and F is a n x 1 force vector, 

and n is the total number of degrees of freedom of the FE model.  This forms the basis for the 

dynamic control system. Here, the arch is treated as a linear time invariant system (LTI). Resulting 

from the finite element formulation based on Kwon & Bang [8], the mass, stiffness and force matrix 

are obtained:  

 

Mq Kq F             (3.2) 
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The size of the mass matrix is also n x n and the acceleration vector q  is n x 1. As a convention, 

the double dot denotes the second derivative with respect to time (i.e., 2 2q/q d d t ). In order to 

make this equation suitable for a dynamic control system, a number of adaptations are required. 

First a damping term must be added to the equation: 

 

 Mq Dq Kq F             (3.3) 

 

Here, proportional damping is assumed, which is a common approach for lightly damping 

structures. The damping matrix D is expressed as a linear combination of the mass and stiffness 

matrix: 

 

D M K               (3.4) 

 

In equation 3.4, 0.03   and 0.01  . These values are based on the assumption of light 

damping. The damping matrix is also an n x n matrix which is multiplied by the n x 1 velocity vector 

q .  Equation 3.4 is a so called second-order matrix differential equation. The deformations, 

velocities and accelerations are solved using a central difference scheme5. So far, a dynamic equation 

of the arch is obtained. The transient response of the arch due to external loading can now be 

simulated. In Appendix B3 the Matlab script “transient_analysis_2D.m” can perform this task. Next, 

the equation is extended with actuators and sensors: 

 

,oq ov o strain

Mq Dq Kq Bu

y C q C q C q

  

  
         (3.5) 

 

 Note that a number of changes occurred. Instead of only one equation, there are now two 

equations. The first equation is called the system equation and the second equation the output 

equation. In the system equation, the force matrix F is removed. This is done because the external 

forces are generally unknown. The B matrix is the actuator location matrix. This is a n x s matrix 

where s is the number of actuators. The B matrix contains mostly zeros and only two 1’s at the 

degrees of freedom, as these are affected by the actuators (rotation in the first and last node). u is 

the s x 1 input vector of actuator rotations. For the arch structure s equals 2, so this is a 2x1 vector.  

 

The output equation y contains the sensor measurements. Let r be the number of outputs 

(number of sensors), then the sensor location matrix C is a r x n matrix. Just like the actuator location 

matrix B, this matrix contains mostly zeros and only four 1’s at the degrees of freedom measured by 

the sensors.  

 

However this matrix depends on the type of sensors used. The example output equation y in 3.5 

contains the matrices ,, ,oq ov o strainC C C , where the subscripts denote the type of sensors, which are 

respectively, displacement, velocity and strain. These output matrices should be multiplied by the 

correct vector as shown in 3.5, i.e., , ,q q q , where the last vector is a vector of strains.  From this 

equation it shows that it is possible to use several types of sensors. In this project, only strain 

sensors are used, which means the output equation has to be rewritten in terms of strains.  
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However, since the dynamic control system is not applied in practice, and it is proven to be 

difficult to rewrite the output matrix in terms of strains with the methods that are available, a simple 

output matrix in terms of displacements is assumed in this thesis. 

 

The final dynamic equation obtained in this section now has the form: 

 

Mq Dq Kq Bu

y Cq

  


          (3.6) 

 

In general, the size of a dynamic equation obtained from a FEM is too large to be applied in a 

dynamic control system. Therefore the equations are rewritten again in subsection 3.1.3.  

 

3.1.4 Rewriting equations for dynamic analysis  

 

As stated in the previous section, the size of a FEM model is generally too large to be used in a 

dynamic control system. Therefore, techniques must first be applied to reduce the size of the model. 

The choice to start from a smaller 2D model as compared to a 3D model is therefore made, further 

simplifying the analysis.  

 

3.1.4.1 Modal reduction 

 

The size of the nodal model can be reduced by expressing the dynamic system in modal coordinates. 

Therefore the Eigenvalue problem must be solved. Consider free vibration without damping or 

external forcing, the system equation than turns into: 

 

0Mq Kq              (3.7)

          

The solution of the above equation is j tq e  . The second derivative of the solution is 

2 j tq e    . Entering the solutions into (3.7) leads to (3.8): 

 
2( ) 0j tK M e               (3.8) 

 

This is a set of homogeneous equations, the non-trivial solution is obtained when solving  the 

determinant of the part between brackets equal to zero. 

 
2det( ) 0K M             (3.9) 

 

This leads to a set of n values of frequency  called natural frequencies. The number of natural 

frequencies is equal to or less than the degrees of freedom (DOF). The frequency i  is called the ith 
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natural frequency. Substituting 
i  back into (3.8) leads to a set of vectors i . The ith vector i  

corresponding to the ith natural frequency is called the ith natural mode or mode shape. A mode 

shape of an oscillating structure is a pattern of motion in which all parts of the structure move 

harmonically at the same frequency. Mode shapes are very important in controller design. 

 

Continuing with the modal model representation, for notational convenience, the matrices of the 

natural frequencies  and mode shapes (modal matrix  ) are written as follows: 

 

1

2

0 ... 0

0 ... 0

... ... ... 0

0 0 0 n







 
 
  
 
 
 

   

11 21 1

12 22 1

1 2
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n n nn

  

  

  

 
 
  
 
 
  

     (3.10) 

 

Where ij  is the jth displacement of the ith mode. 

 

From the modal matrix  the modal mass matrix (Mm) and modal stiffness matrix (Km) are obtained. 

For damping this can also be done (Dm). 

 

Because the modal model is in modal coordinates, the displacement vector q is also transformed 

using the modal matrix. All the discussed transformations are simply given here. The full derivation 

can be found in [2]: 

 
T

m

T

m

T

m

m

M M

K K

D D

q q

  

  

  

 

           (3.11) 

  

The modal damping matrix Z is introduced, where i  is the damping of the ith mode: 

 

1

2

0 ... 0

0 ... 0

... ... ... ...

0 0 ... n

Z







 
 
 
 
 
 

          (3.12) 

 

Lastly the modal input matrix, modal output displacement matrix and modal output velocity matrix 

are transformed. The second-order equation in modal coordinates can now be obtained: 

 
2{ } 2[ ][ ]{ } [ ] { } [ ]{ }

{ } [ ]{ }

m m m

mq m

q Z q q B u

y C q

    


       (3.13) 
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This equation is a set of uncoupled equations. The benefit of the modal analysis is now that the total 

response is the summation of each individual ith modal response. Equation (3.13) can thus be 

written for each mode separately (3.14), allowing separate analysis of each vibration mode. 

 

 

2{ } 2[ ][ ]{ } [ ] { } [ ]{ }

{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ }

mi i i mi i mi mi

i mqi mi mvi mi

q q q B u

y C q C q

    

 
      (3.14) 

 

The size of the model can now be reduced by simply neglecting the highest vibration modes of 

the structure. Typically only the lowest Eigenmodes are controlled since they have the greatest 

contribution to the total vibration response. Here, the lowest 2 Eigenmodes are used. This means 

that the large nodal model (3.6) is now reduced to (3.14) for only the lowest 2 Eigenmodes.   

 

3.1.4.2 Modal state  space  

 

In order to solve the reduced modal second-order equation (3.13) one additional conversion is 

made. The equation is transformed to the first-order state space representation. This is done 

because the state space form is numerically more efficient than the second order form. Also, by 

using the state space representation, many built-in Matlab functions from the Control Systems 

Toolbox can be applied. The typical state-space form is: 

 

x Ax Bu

y Cx Du

 

 
           (3.15) 

 

First the state vector x is chosen. The choice of the state vector is not fixed. However, the most 

straightforward choice is to choose the modal displacements and velocities for the state vector. the 

state vector is represented as: 

 

1

2

m

m

qx
x

qx

  
    
   

           (3.16) 

 

Using this state vector, the modal model from 3.13 is now presented as a set of first-order 

equations: 

 

1 2

2

2 1 2

1

2 m

mq

x x

x x Z x B u

y C x



    



         (3.17) 

 

The last step now is to obtain the the A, B and C matrix of the state-space form. This is given by: 
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0
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2
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Z
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m
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  0mqC C         (3.18) 
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The Matlab script that rewrites the dynamic system from the original nodal model to the modal 

state space representation is shown in Appendix B4. This state-space model is now also ready to be 

used in Simulink, where it could be written as a block diagram (Figure 3-4). 

 

 
Figure 3-4. Block diagram of state-space representation 

 

Now, the dynamic equations for the 2D arch model are ready to be used for further analysis (see 

Section 3.6). 

 

3.2 3D Arch model 

 

This section describes how the thin arch structure is modeled in 3D. 3D is more accurate than 2D 

because the thin arch is now treated as a shell instead of an arch. This is more realistic because the 

thickness of the arch is very thin compared with the other dimensions, leading to large geometrically 

nonlinear effects (Section 3.2.6). Also, due to the large width, the internal stresses change over the 

width, which can be taken into account in a 3D model compared to a 2D model (Section 3.3). Only 

static loads are analyzed in the 3D model. 

 

First, the properties of the 3D arch model are described (Section 3.2.1) and the implementation 

of the finite element software is discussed (Section 3.2.2). The material orientation (Section 3.2.3) 

and shell faces (Section 3.2.4)  are important to obtain correct calculations. Calculation time is saved 

by implementing reduced integration (Section 3.2.5). Section 3.2.6 discusses differences between 

linear and nonlinear calculations. 

3.2.1 3D arch properties 

 

The dimensions of the arch are shown in Section 2.1. The 3D model is designed in the Abaqus 

user interface. A Python script is automatically generated, containing all the commands to build the 

3D model in Abaqus. This means that the script can be re-used. The Python script for designing the 

arch in Abaqus can be found in the first part of Appendix C.   

3.2.2 Finite element implementation 

  

The 3D adaptive arch model is built using the finite element software Abaqus (version 6.13). The 

benefit of using Abaqus compared to Matlab for the finite element modeling is that results are 
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automatically available, where in Matlab, the finite element results should be calculated explicitly.  

In Figure 3-5 the FEM model of the adaptive arch is shown. Technically, the adaptive arch is a single 

curved shell, not an arch, because the thickness is very small compared with the width and length. 

Therefore, shell elements are used to mesh the arch.  

 

 
Figure 3-5. FEM model of the adaptive arch 

 

 

Several types of shell elements are available, based on different shell theories. The most suitable 

element for this structure is the S4R element, because it is a robust general purpose element, 

suitable for circular shells. The S4R element is a 4-node shell element with 6 DOF at each node (3 

translational and 3 rotational).  Based on the shell’s dimensions, the element converges 

automatically to Mindler theory for thick shells and Kirchoff theory for thin shells. In this case, the 

elements are thin so they will converge to Kirchoff theory.  

 

When the adaptive arch is loaded, or actuator rotations are applied, deformations occur which 

exceed the thickness of the shell multiple times. Therefore, linear simulations are no longer valid and 

geometrically nonlinear simulations have to be performed to accurately describe the arch behavior. 

More details about the difference between linear and nonlinear simulation are discussed in Section 

3.2.6.  
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3.2.3 Material orientation  

 

The default material orientation in Abaqus would lead to incorrect results. This section describes 

why these results are incorrect and how this can be corrected.  

 

Shell elements use a local coordinate system for each element, i.e. local material directions. 

Output variables, such as stress and strain, are defined in terms of this local coordinate system. The 

default local material 1- and 2-directions lie in the plane of the shell. The local 1-direction is the 

projection of the global 1-axis onto the shell surface.  The local 2-direction is perpendicular to the 

local 1-direction in the surface of the shell. (see Figure 3-6).  

 
Figure 3-6. Default local shell material directions 

 

The default set of  local material directions leads to a problem. As demonstrated in Figure 3-7 

one row of the mesh of the cylinder is oriented in a perpendicular direction. Because in Section 3.4, 

the stresses in all elements  in the material 1-direction are compared, the perpendicular orientation 

would lead to errors in the comparison.  

 

 
Figure 3-7. Default local material 1-direction in a cylinder 
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Therefore, the material orientation is redefined such that the material 1-direction of all 

elements is in the longitudinal plane of the arch. In Figure 3-8, a close-up of the local material 

directions in the arch is shown. It shows that the material 1-direction (blue) lies in the longitudinal 

plane of the arch, and the material 2-direction (yellow) also lies in the plane of the arch. The material 

3-direction lies in the plane normal to the elements, pointing outward. The material 3-direction has 

consequences for the definition of the shells top and bottom faces which is discussed in the next 

section. 

 

 
Figure 3-8. Close up of local coordinate system 

 

3.2.4 Shell faces 

 

In this section it is explained why it is important that the local material 3-direction is pointing 

outward. As discussed in the previous section, the material 3-direction defines the top face and 

bottom face of a shell element. In Figure 3-9 an element of the shell is shown with the material 3-

direction pointing upward. In Abaqus, the top face is known as the SPOS while the bottom face is the 

SNEG.  

 

 
Figure 3-9. Top and bottom faces of the S4R shell 
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As discussed in Section 2.1, strain gauges are placed on the bottom surface of the plexiglas for 

the experimental structure. In the simulation model, strain values are calculated at these same 

locations using Python.  

 

Python is used to find the strain values at the surface of a shell element, which means only 

results for the SNEG surface are available and not for the SPOS surface. Therefore, it is required that 

the material-3 direction of the finite element model is pointing upward, so the SNEG face of the 

elements are on the inside of the arch (Figure 3-10).   

 

 
Figure 3-10. SNEG = bottom surface. SPOS = top surface 

 

3.2.5 Reduced integration  

 

The size of the finite element model is relatively large which leads to a long calculation time. 

Using reduced integation, the calculation time can be reduced.  This is particularly helpful since in 

Section 3.4, a large number of nonlinear simulations is required to find the optimal actuator 

rotations. By applying reduced integration instead of full integration, the calculation time can be 

reduced. 

 

The difference between full integration and reduced integration is that the solution is calculated 

for less integration points. Full integration calculates results for 4 integration points on each 

element, while reduced integration only calculates 1 integration point in the center of the element. 

This leads to slightly less accurate solutions, but the results are still accurate enough for the purpose 

of this research. 
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3.2.6 Linear and Nonlinear approximation 

 

In the 3D model, the choice between linear and nonlinear approximation can be made. A linear 

approach assumes, among others, that deformations remain small and the principle of superposition 

applies. All calculations are based on the undeformed structure for linear analysis. Nonlinear analysis 

also takes the effect of the deformed structure into account by updating the stiffness matrix during 

an analysis. This means that nonlinear analysis becomes necessary when the stiffness of the 

structure changes. Since the arch is a very flexible structure, large deformations occur and the 

stiffness changes so a geometrical nonlinear analysis is most likely required.  

 

The difference between a linear and a  nonlinear calculation is depicted for two examples in 

Figure 3-11. In the upper example, a vertical load is applied at the crown of the arch. The 

deformations resulting from a linear analysis  are smaller compared with the nonlinear analysis. In 

the second example, the arch is loaded asymmetrically. In this situation, the deformations of the 

nonlinear analysis are also larger than the linear analysis. In both cases, this is due to the fact that 

the stiffness matrix is updated during analysis and the change of the load location is taken into 

account in the nonlinear analysis which leads to larger deformations. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-11. Linear and nonlinear examples 

 
A general rule for when nonlinear effects must be taken into account is when the additional 

deformation is larger than 10%. A comparison of deformation differences between linear and 
nonlinear approximation of the 3D model is shown in Table 3-1 for five load cases. The additional 
deformations are much larger than 10%, so geometrical nonlinear behavior must be included. 

 

Linear  
Nonlinear 
 

Linear 
Nonlinear 
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Because lightweight structures generally have large geometrical nonlinear portions in the total 

structural behavior, it is good practice to include nonlinear effects. Also, because later on in this 

thesis, it is shown that the control system relies on accurate comparisons between simulations and 

practice, it is desired to include geometrically nonlinear effects. 

 

3.3 Comparison of 2D and 3D static simulation model 

 

The result of the static simulation for the 2D and 3D model are compared in order to ensure that 

the results of both models are similar. Five static load cases are compared. A vertical point load of 

20N is applied on five different locations. The exact locations are depicted in Section 4.1.1.3.  The 

deformed 2D arch for these five load cases is shown in Figure 3-12.  

 

Load case 2D  

vertical 

displacement 

(mm) 

3D  

vertical 

displacement 

(mm) 

3D 

vertical  

displacement 

nonlinear (mm) 

1 +6,27 +5,09 +3,23 

2 -3,3 -3,08 -17,20 

3 -19.51 -18,12 -32,49 

4 -3,60 -3,08 -17,20 

5 +6,82 +5,09 +3,23 

Table 3-1. Static load cases in the 2D and 3D model 

 

Table 3-1 shows the comparison of results for the 2D and 3D models. In the table, the vertical 

displacement of the center of the arch is compared for both models. The table shows that the 

difference between both models is very small which implies that results are correct.  

 

 
Figure 3-12. Deformed 2D Arch. Linear and 1st order. 
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In the introduction of this chapter, it is mentioned that one of the reasons supporting the choice 
for choosing a 3D model over a 2D model is that 3D is more accurate. This is because of the fact that 
stresses change over the width, which can be included in 3D but not in 2D. Figure 3-13 shows an 
example Von Mises stress distribution due to a static load. The figure clearly shows that stresses 
change over the width of the arch. Peak stresses often occur at the load application area, near the 
clamped supports and close to the edges. 

 

 
Figure 3-13. Stresses change over the width 

 
 

3.4 Static optimization 

 

In this subsection, the static control system is developed. The optimization problem is 

determined in Section 3.4.1 and the optimization function is formulated. In Section 3.4.2, the choice 

is made to minimize the Von Mises stress. A global optimization algorithm must be applied to solve 

the optimization function due to the nature of the problem. The simulated annealing algorithm is a 

valid choice for this type of problem. The principle of this algorithm is discussed in Section 3.4.3. The 

application of simulated annealing requires the use of object oriented programming. This is 

discussed in  Section 3.4.3.2 and Section 3.4.4. 

 

3.4.1 Optimization problem 

 

As stated in the introduction, the goal of the control system is to homogenize the stress fields in 

the arch while a random static load acts upon it. It is not useful to minimize the stress in a particular 

location of the arch, because the location of maximum stress changes when the actuators 

manipulate the arch. Rather, the maximum stress occurring in the entire arch is to be minimized. The 

mathematical term for such an optimization problem is a Min-Max-problem, which is formulated as: 
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min ( )
x

f x           (3.20) 
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        (3.21) 

 

In this equation the solution vector x contains the activated degrees of freedom (DOF). For the 

adaptive arch, these are rotation around the z-axis in both hinges. Therefore the solution vector x is 

a vector of two variables:  

 

x




 
  
 

            (3.22) 

 

18 , 18      

 

In equation 3.22,  α  stands for the rotation angle in the left hinge and  β for rotation in the right 

hinge (both are expressed in radians). According to Section 3.4.3.2, rotation of the hinges is applied 

by changing the boundary conditions of the finite element model. i  is the stress at element i of the 

finite element model, and n is the total number of elements. The stress value  i  is calculated in the 

center of each shell element according to Section 3.2.5. The target function ( )f x  is calculated using 

a geometrical nonlinear structural analysis in Abaqus.  

3.4.2 Von Mises Stress 

 

In the previous section, the optimization problem is formulated as a Min-Max problem.  The 

function f(x) contains the stress of each element. The choice is made to minimize the Von Mises 

stress. In structural engineering, the Von Mises stress is typically used to check whether a design can 

withstand a given load condition. When the Von Mises stress is lower than the material yield stress, 

the structure will not fail. In this research the Von Mises stress is used to optimize the structure. The 

optimal rotation angles for the control system are determined by minimizing the Von Mises stress in 

the arch. Here, an added benefit is that the Von Mises stress is positive by definition.   

 

From the theory of elasticity, the three dimensional state of stress in an isotropic material can be 

described using the stress tensor, which is expresses as 

 

11 12 13

21 22 23

31 32 33

xx xy xz x xy xz

xy yy yz xy y yz

xz yz zz xz yz z

        

        

        


    
    

      
     
     

    (3.23) 
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All the 9 elements of the stress tensor can be conveniently expressed in a single value called the 

Von Mises stress. The Von Mises stress is defined in terms of principal stresses as: 

 

     
2 2 2

1 2 2 3 3 1

2
vm

     


    
        (3.24) 

 

And in terms of general stresses as: 
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     (3.25) 

 

For the shell elements in the FEM-analysis some convenient assumptions can be made that 

significantly simplify the calculation of the Von Mises stress. This is done by assuming a two-

dimensional stress state on the upper and lower surface of the shell. Here, the normal stress 

perpendicular to the shells surface is 0zz  . The shear stress distribution over the shell section is 

parabolic, meaning 0xz  and 0yz  at the shell upper and lower surface.      

 

For a two-dimensional plane stress state, the stress tensor is simplified to: 

 

0
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0 0 0
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xy y

 

 
 
 

  
 
 

          (3.26) 

 

Logically, the Von Mises stress can then also be simplified to 

 

2 2

1 1 2 2vm                 (3.27) 

 

And in terms of general stress components as  

 

 2 2 23vm xx yy xx yy xy                 (3.28) 

 

3.4.3 Solving the optimization problem 

 

The optimization problem is non-convex, which means that the solution space has many local 

minima. Therefore, finding the global optimum is not straightforward. Several algorithms exist to 

find a solution close to the global minimum. Some search algorithms do not accept worse solutions, 

which can result in solutions that are far from the global optimum. Figure 3-14 shows this visually. 

When only better solutions are accepted, the algorithm could be stuck at the solution indicated by 
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the red arrow. In this research, the simulated annealing algorithm is applied. This algorithm is known 

to work well with non-convex problems with a large solution space as it is able to escape from  local 

optima. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-14. Simple hill climber algorithm 

 

Simulated annealing is based on a natural phenomenon, namely the” annealing” of solids. 

Annealing, is a heat treatment, often used in metallurgy, where a metal is heated and slowly cooled 

in order to reach a state of minimal potential energy i.e., to reduce the defects in the material and 

make it stronger. In the algorithm, the cooling process is implemented as a slow decrease in the 

probability to accept worse solutions as it explores the search space. Each iteration starts from the 

current best found solution ix , a new solution candidate is generated by adding a random 

increment ± x  to it. The function ( 1) ( )i if x f x x    is then recalculated. Worse solution are 

accepted with a probability of: 

 

 
/

exp sa bE k Tsa

b

E
p e

k T

 
  

 
         (3.29) 

 

Better solutions are always accepted (p = 1). In equation 3.29, saE  is the energy difference 

based on the change in the function value: 

 

1( ) ( ) ( )sa i iE f x f x f x              (3.30) 

 

The value T is the current temperature of the system and bk  is the Stefan-Boltzmann-constant. 

For simplicity, this value is set as 1bk  . Accepting worse solutions enables the algorithm to escape 

out of local optima. The probability to do this is higher when the temperature T is high and the 

energy difference saE is smaller. As the algorithm progresses, the temperature is gradually 
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lowered, thereby decreasing the probability to accept worse solutions as the algorithm approaches 

the global optimum. Figure 3-15 shows an example of finding a global optimum with simulated 

annealing.  

 
Figure 3-15. Finding a global optimum with simulated annealing 

 

3.4.3.1 Starting parameters 

 

The progression of the simulated annealing algorithm greatly depends on the temperature 

development and the number of iterations. It is common practice that about 50% of worse solutions 

are accepted in the starting phase of the optimization, so 0.5initialp  . With 1bk  , the initial 

probability is dependent of the energy difference and temperature, according to equation 3.29. 

Choosing a good initial temperature is difficult because it depends on the energy difference and 

therefore also on the function value f(x). In order to be able to implement the algorithm for 

optimizing other functions as well, the problem of defining a new valid initial temperature for each 

problem can be circumvented by  modifying the energy difference function to: 
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0 0
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            (3.31) 

 

Here, 0( )f x  is the maximum Von Mises stress in the arch when it is unloaded. This stress is not 

zero because of the impact of gravity. In Figure 3-16 the stress in the arch due to gravity is displayed.   
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Figure 3-16. Stress in the arch due to gravity 

 

Now as a first step, the initial temperature is set to 0 1T  . As an example, this means that when 

the objective function (maximum stress) is 50% higher than the initial value , 0,5saE  and the 

probability of accepting worse solutions according to equation 3.29 is 0.61p  .  The real value of p 

is determined after the first iteration (and each iteration thereafter). When, in the first iterations 

0,5p  , the initial temperature is chosen well. If not, the choice of initial temperature must be 

adapted. After several test runs, the initial temperature is changed to 1.5. The temperature is cooled 

in phases, where: 

 

1 2i iT T             (3.32) 

 

Here, 2  is the reduction factor for each temperature phase, where 2 1  . In the last 

temperature phase of the algorithm, the temperature should be close to 0 so that only better 

solutions are accepted. As a basis for the parameter choices, the approach followed by Neuhauser 

[9] is adopted, the final settings for the algorithm are displayed in Table 3-2. With these parameters, 

the final temperature in phase 15 is 9.155e-05, which is very close to 0.  

 

Parameter Value 

Initial Temperature, T0 1,5 

Temperature reduction factor, α2 0,5 

Number of temperature phases, J 15 

Number of iterations per temperature phase, K 10 

Maximum step size per iteration, ∆Xmax (rad) 0,08 

Maximum step size reduction factor, α3 0,95 

Table 3-2. Simulated annealing parameters 

 

10 iterations are performed per temperature phase, for a total of 150 iterations for a single load 

case. Lastly, the maximum step size must be chosen efficiently. The search space must be searched 

quickly, meaning the maximum step size must be large enough. However, at the final stages, the 

algorithm should be close to the global optimum and find better solutions in a small search space. 
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Therefore, the maximum step size is chosen to be 0,08rad initially, which is 1/8th of the total search 

space according to equation 3.33. A step size reduction factor of 0,95 is introduced to ensure the 

search space gradually decreases. 

3.4.3.2 Practical implementation 

 

The simulated annealing algorithm is applied in Abaqus, which means that each trial solution 

from the simulated annealing algorithm is evaluated by editing the boundary conditions, i.e. the 

actuator rotations of the 3D arch model. The resulting stresses in the 3D arch are returned to the 

algorithm which then again suggests a new trial solution. This process continues until the maximum 

number of iterations is reached.  

 

The execution of the simulated annealing algorithm is done by using Python in Abaqus, which is 

discussed in more detail in the next section. Using a Python script allows for automatically running 

commands without defining each command manually. Figure 3-17 shows the user interface of 

Abaqus and the equivalent Python commands to edit the boundary conditions. The maximum 

rotation angles that can be applied by the actuators are: 

 

max

max
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18 0.32

18 0.32

rad

rad
x





      
      
     

          (3.33) 

 

These are applied by updating the UR3 value of the as shown in Figure 3-17. 

 

  
Figure 3-17. Boundary conditions in the GUI of Abaqus and the Python script equivalent 
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3.4.4 Programming in Abaqus 

 

In the static optimization process, the simulated annealing algorithm is implemented in Abaqus 

using a Python script. Python is a programming language. A Python script can be written and 

executed by Abaqus. 

 

The most basic way to use Abaqus is by using the Graphical User Interface (GUI), where a model 

can be built by simply clicking in the menu. This can be very time consuming. Behind the scenes all 

the commands performed in the GUI are saved in a Python script. Instead of using the GUI, a Python 

script can be written and executed automatically. This is very useful when commands have to be 

executed repetitively, like in the simulated annealing algorithm, or when tasks have to be performed 

that cannot be defined in the GUI.  

 

Figure 3-18 shows how Abaqus works, by either defining commands in the GUI or reading a 

Python script. After a model is created and the desired results, such as stresses, strains and 

deformations, are requested , a job is created and executed. Results of the simulation are saved to 

the so called output database. These results can be accessed in the script by opening the output 

database (odb).  

 

 
Figure 3-18. How Abaqus works 

 

Within the odb, results are available through a tree structure. Figure 3-19, shows the structure 

of the output database. Functions are written in the Pyton script  that automatically access the odb 

file and collect the required output. More details about the functions and the script can be found in 

Appendix C. 
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Figure 3-19. Programming tree structure 

 

The simulated annealing algorithm performs a nonlinear analysis in every iteration. For each of 

these iterations, a new job is executed and the corresponding results are fetched from the output 

database. The results are saved in text files automatically. 

3.5 Static control 

 

The goal is to minimize the stresses in the structure due to random static loads at all times. This 

means that the state of the system is continuously measured, and the stresses should be minimized 

continuously.  Therefore the optimal values of the actuator positions corresponding with the 

external loads should be available in real-time. Because the optimization problem is complex, finding 

the optimal solution takes too much time to be calculated real-time.  

 

This problem is solved by generating a database filled with possible load cases and the 

corresponding optimal actuator positions which minimize the stress for each load case. The real-

time calculation of the optimal values is now replaced by finding the row in the database with the 

closest match to the measured strains. In Section 3.5.1, the principle of a load case generator is 

explained which is used for creating the load cases that are included in the database. In Section 

3.5.2,  the structure of the database is explained. 

 

3.5.1 Load case generator 

 

The load case generator is incorporated into the Python script, which can be found in Appendix 

C. In theory, the arch can have an infinite amount of load situations, but since it is not possible to 

calculate an infinite amount of situations, a number of limitations is applied. It is assumed that only a 

single static load is applied to the arch at a time. The idea of the experimental structure is that 
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people can randomly push onto the arch. Therefore, the load surface is approximately the size of a 

human hand.  

 

The load case generator works by first generating a surface on which the load will act. In Figure 

3-20, the surfaces used by the load case generator are shown in red. A list of coordinates of all these 

elements is loaded into the script. For a particular load case, four neighboring elements are used to 

form one load surface.  

 

 
Figure 3-20. Elements used for load case generator 

 

Now that the location of the load is known, the magnitude of the load still has to be defined. 

This is done by selecting a load magnitude from a list. The magnitude list contains loads between 

10N and 24N with 2N intervals. Thus, a total of 31 load locations can be combined with a total of 8 

magnitudes, for a total of 248 load cases (Table 3-1). Since the arch is symmetrical, only half of the 

load cases have to be simulated after which columns of the database can be mirrored.  

 

Load case generator specifics 

Number of load surfaces 31 

Number of load magnitudes 8 

Total number of load cases 248 

Table 3-1. Load case generator properties 

 

Because the best matching sensor values are found in the database (see Section 4.5), it is very 

likely that the actuators will still move to an nearly optimal position, even when a particular load 

case is not in the database. A particular combination of strain values only exists for a particular 

deformed shape. 
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Figure 3-21. Example load cases. A) Load surface 1, Load magnitude 10N. B) Load surface 1, Load magnitude 20N. C) 

Load surface 7, Load magnitude 10N. D) Load surface 7, Load magnitude 20N. 

 

In Figure 3-21, several load cases are shown to clarify the principle of the load case generator. In 

Figure 3-21A, a load case is shown with load surface 1 and a load magnitude of 10N. In Figure 3-21B, 

another load case is shown with the same load surface, but a different magnitude of 20N. In Figure 

3-21C, a load case is shown with load surface 7 and load magnitude 10N. Lastly, in Figure 3-21D, 

another load case is shown with the same load surface, but a different magnitude of 20N.  

3.5.2 Building the database 

 

A large number of load cases that can possibly act on the adaptive arch is optimized in advance. 

This is done using the script in Appendix C. For each load case, the appropriate optimal actuator 

rotations are determined. In Figure 3-22 the principle of the script is explained. It must be noted that 

a load case is generated using the load case generator, which is explained in Subsection 3.5.1. This 

particular load case is then optimized using the simulated annealing algorithm. The optimal rotation 

angles and strain values at the sensor locations are saved in the database. The construction of the 

database is treated in detail next. 
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Figure 3-22. Simulated Annealing schedule 
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The database is a text file, which can later be read into Matlab. A portion of the database is 

shown in Figure 3-23. The database contains a large number of rows and six columns. The first four 

columns contain strain values of sensors 1-4 respectively. Column 5 and 6 contain the optimal 

actuator rotations α and β, for respectively the left and right actuator.  

 

 
Figure 3-23. Example portion of the database 

 

The first index in the database contains strain values and set points for the load case gravity. In 

Table 3-2, this index is shown. If only gravity acts on the arch, the actuators should move to their 

initial position, which means the rotation angles should be 0.0 and 0.0. Note that the strain values 

for sensor 1 and 3 are identical and the strain values for sensor 2 and 4 are identical as well. This is 

because the sensors are placed symmetrical on the arch.  

 

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Left actuator 

set point 

Right actuator 

set point 

-1.28554e-05 -1.93862e-05 -1.28554e-05 -1.93862e-05 0.0 0.0 

Table 3-2. Index in database for gravity load 

 

A situation can also occur where the arch was previously loaded and the load is removed. Then, 

the arch is loaded only by gravity, but the actuators are not in the initial position. If this is the case, 

different strain values are measured at the sensor locations, but it is still desired that the actuators 

move back to their original starting position of 0.0 and 0.0.  

 

Therefore, the script “unloaded.py” is written, this script is in Appendix C and calculates the 

strain values for an unloaded arch subjected to many different rotations of the supports, and creates 

a text file that is added to the database. For each of these scenarios the actuators should move back 

to their initial position.  In Table 3-3, an example index is shown for the arch subjected to gravity and 

arbitrary support rotations. 

 

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Left actuator 

set point 

Right actuator 

set point 

-0.00124929 -0.0007695 0.0010264 0.00078101 0.0 0.0 

Table 3-3. Index in database for gravity load with supports rotated at -0.32 and -0.32 
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To obtain the strain values at the sensor locations, the function in Figure 3-24 is used. The 

element labels are used to obtain the logarithmic strain values at the SNEG surface. The element 

labels correspond exactly to the sensor locations shown in Figure 4-4. 

 

 
Figure 3-24. getStrains function 

 

For each load case, two rows are incorporated in the database at first. The first row contains the 

strain values at the sensor locations for the particular load case along with the optimal rotation 

angles the actuators should move to when this load situation occurs. Note that the strain values in 

this row belong to a loaded arch without rotated supports. In Table 3-4, the first row in the database 

for load 2-20 is shown. (load 2-20 stands for location 2 with magnitude 20N).      

 

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Left actuator 

set point 

Right actuator 

set point 

6.50775e-05 -0.00010547 0.000346958 0.000104864 -0.149635027 -0.1223763660 

Table 3-4. First row  in database for load 2-20. 

 
Here, the purpose of the first row is that the actuators will move to the optimum angles when a 

particular load situation is recognized from strain measurements. The second row contains  strain 

values for the same load case when the final optimal rotation angles are reached, along with the 

optimal rotation angles again. The second row ensures that the actuators remain at this position for 

as long as the load acts upon the structure (Table 3-5). 

 

Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 Left actuator 

set point 

Right actuator 

set point 

-0.00035611 -0.000443897 0.000877944 0.00046502 -0.149635027 -0.1223763660 

Table 3-5. Second row in database for load 2-20. 
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When the control system is running, the current strain values are continuously updated and the 

database is searched for the closest match with all 4 measured sensor values at any instance of time. 

When a match is found, the appropriate rotation angles in the same row are sent to the actuators 

and they will move to the optimal positions to reduce the stress in the structure.  

 

3.5.2.1 Intermediate steps  

 

In order for the database to function accurately, it has to be extended with additional rows. 

Imagine it takes time for the actuators to move to the optimal positions after measuring where they 

should move to originally. During this period of time, different strain values are measured because 

the shape of the deformation of the structure is changing. When this happens it must be ensured 

that the actuators keep moving to the same optimum position instead of finding a different match in 

the database that corresponds with different actuator positions. Therefore, the database is 

extended with a number of rows for each load case with strain values in between the starting strains 

and final strains, each row having the same rotation angles in column 5 and 6, because the actuators 

should continue to move to this position.  

 

For example, the total portion in the database for load 2-20 discussed in Subsection 3.5.2 is 

shown in Table 3-6.  

 
Actual left 

actuator 

rotation 

α  (rad) 

Actual right 

actuator 

rotation  

β (rad) 

ɛsensor1 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

 

ɛsensor2 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

 

ɛsensor3 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

 

ɛsensor4 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

 

Left actuator 

target rotation 

α  (rad) 

Right actuator 

target rotation  

β (rad) 

0,0000000 0,0000000 0,0000651 -0,0001055 0,0003470 0,0001049 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,01496 -0,01224 0,0000023 -0,0001393 0,0004000 0,0001400 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,0299 -0,0248 -0,0000192 -0,0001731 0,0004530 0,0001768 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,04489 -0,0367 -0,0000613 0,0002069 0,0005060 0,0002120 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,0598 -0,0489 -0,0001033 -0,0002400 0,0005500 0,0002400 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,0748 -0,0612 -0,0001455 -0,0002740 0,0006120 0,0002840 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,0898 -0,07343 -0,0001876 -0,0003085 0,0006600 0,0003200 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,10474 -0,0857 -0,0002298 -0,0003424 0,0007180 0,0003569 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,1197 -0,0979 -0,0002719 -0,0003762 0,0007710 0,0003929 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,1347 -0,1101 -0,0003140 -0,0004101 0,0008248 0,0004290 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

-0,1496350 -0,1223764 -0,0003561 -0,0004439 0,0008779 0,0004650 -0,1496350 -0,1223764 

Table 3-6. Total portion in database for load 2-20. 

 

Note that, the first and last row are identical to the rows shown in Table 3-4 and Table 3-5. The 

first row contains the strain values caused by the load case with α=0 and β=0 followed by the target 

angles for α and β. The last row contains the strain values caused by the load case and α and β equal 

to the target angles.   

 

 Additional rows with strain values at equal distances in between the starting strain and final 

strain are added to the database to keep the actuators rotating to the correct rotation angles.  
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3.5.2.2 Load changes 

 
Finally, situations can occur where the magnitude of the load changes or the location of the load 

quickly changes when α and β are not zero.   
 
The control system must still be able to find the correct entry in the database. This is done 

because a search method is applied which finds the row in the database with the smallest difference 
with the measured sensor values. When actuators change toward the target value, stresses will 
change in a way that different target values are found. The control system iteratively converges to 
the correct target value and a new optimized state related to the changed external loading.  

 
Adding all possible combinations of angles in each load case will result in a smoother and more 

direct movement towards the target angles. It will only increase the size of the database drastically.  
In Section Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden., two case studies are treated which show exactly 
what happens when a sudden load change occurs.   

 

3.6 Dynamic control 

 

The equations found in Section 3.1 form the basis for a dynamic analysis and control system. 

Due to practical limitations and to restrict the size of the graduation project, the dynamic control 

system is not implemented in practice. Though, concepts for implementing a dynamic control 

system design is discussed in this section.   

 

This section first describes how the state of a dynamic system can be estimated using a state 

observer.  In particular a Kalman estimator is presented, which is a commonly used estimator. After 

this, a controller is proposed based on the state observer.  

 

3.6.1 Dynamic load estimation 

 

As shown in section 3.1, the 2D arch model is described by the input and output equation. The 

output equation can be used to estimate the state of the dynamic system from a limited number of 

sensor measurements.  

 

Most feedback controllers, like Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), require that the full state of 

the structure is known. However, measuring all states of a structure would require as many sensors 

as the degrees of freedom (DOF). This is simply impossible, as the DOF quickly go into several 100’s 

or 1000’s. Therefore, the full state is estimated from a limited number of (possibly noisy) sensor 

measurements. An estimator (or filter or observer) is used to estimate the state based upon sensor 

measurements. The estimator is another dynamic system, identical to the state equation, but with 

an added correction term based on sensor measurements.  

 

Rowley [11] treats observers for state estimation and discussed a Kalman filter which is used to 

reduce noise of sensor measurements. If the flexible structure is described by (3.34), then a dynamic 

observer can be given by (3.35). 
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        (3.35) 

 

A graphical representation of the dynamic observer designed is shown in Figure 3-25. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-25. Block diagram of a Kalman estimator 

 

In Equation 3.35, [L] is the observer gain to be determined and {y} is the sensor output which is 

to be provided into the the dynamic observer. Next, equations (3.34) and (3.35) are combined: 

 

         ˆ ˆ ˆ[ ]({ } { })x x A x A x L y y            (3.36) 

 

An error vector ˆ{ } { } { }e x x   represents the error between the physical system and the 

dynamic observer. By using the output equation of (3.35), it follows that: 

 

{ } ([ ] [ ][ ]){ }e A L C e            (3.37) 

 

The error vector can now we written as a function of time: 

 

([ ] [ ][ ]){ ( )} exp { (0)}
tA L Ce t e          (3.38) 

 

The ideal behavior will be with zero error, which means the observer matches the system 

perfectly. For stability of the error vector, (3.38), it must hold that: 
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([ ] [ ][C]) 0i A L             (3.39) 

 

Where λi is the ith eigenvalue. The main objective of the dynamic observer design is to design the 

observer gain matrix [L] so that the system is stable.  

3.6.2 Controller: Linear Quadratic Regulator 

 

The controller of a dynamic control system calculates the control input which minimizes the 

vibrations in the dynamic structure. Several types of controllers exist. This section describes the 

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQG). The LQG is a feedback controller who’s principle is to minimize 

vibrations in a dynamic system at minimum cost. A brief explanation of the LQR is shown here, 

starting from the linear time-invariant state-space system representation from Section 3.1: 

 

1k k k

k k k

x Ax Bu

y Cx Du

  

 
           (3.40) 

 

The control input ku  is defined as the (negative) feedback gain matrix K multiplied by the current 

measured and/or estimated system state: 

 

( ) ( )k ku t Kx t             (3.41) 

 

Note that in optimal control, the full state is required to calculate the control input. This is called full 

state feedback. An often used alternative is output feedback, where the control input is based only 

on the measured values (3.42).  

 

( ) ( )ku t Ky t             (3.42) 

  

In the LQR controller, the feedback gain K minimizes the following general cost function: 

 

0

( )T T

k k k k

k

J x Qx u Ru




            (3.43) 

 

In the cost function, Q and R, are weighting matrices. The solution for K is: 

 
1(R B )T TK PB B PA            (3.44) 

 

Where P is the solution of the (not shown here) discrete time algebraic Ricatti equation.  

 

The Kalman estimator and LQR controller can be combined in a so called Linear Quadratic Gaussian 

(LQG) controller. An example of a LQG controller from [1] is shown in Figure 3-26. This type of 

controller is also applied by Weickgenannt  in the Stuttgart Smart Shell [13], which is the first 

adaptive shell ever built.    
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Figure 3-26. LQG controller 

 

3.6.3 Implementation of dynamic control 

 

Matlab has a Control Systems Toolbox with built-in functions to implement control systems. The 

toolbox provides among others the Kalman estimator, LQR and LQG.  

 

3.7 Results 

 

The results  in this chapter can be separated in two parts, which are results for static analysis 

and dynamic analysis. 

 

3.7.1 Static analysis results 

 

For static loads in the thin arch structure, a 2D arch model (Section 3.1) and a 3D arch model  

(Section 3.2) are developed by implementing FEM. Because the results with a 3D model are more 

accurate, as more dimensions are taken into account, the 3D model is chosen to model the static 

loads.  

 

Further, the static optimization problem that arises because the stress in the structure should be 

minimized,  is derived (Section 3.4). The simulated annealing algorithm is implemented for solving 

the optimization problem, which is explained and implemented in Section 3.4. As the static load 

model should be able to provide optimal actuator positions real-time to be able to control the 

system, instead of calculating the optimal actuator positions after measuring the actual stress values 

in the system, a database with the optimal actuator positions for a set of load cases is designed in 

Section 3.5. With these results, the static control system for the thin arch structure can be 

implemented in practice. 
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Next, the result of an optimization using simulated annealing is shown for a particular load case. 

In Figure 3-27 the arch loaded with load case 5-20 is displayed. Load case 5-20 means that surface 

number 5 (following from the load generator in Section 3.5.1) is loaded with a magnitude of 20N.   

 

 
Figure 3-27. Load case 5-20. Load surface 5. Load magnitude 20N 

 

In Figure 3-28, the deformed arch due to this load case is shown. The maximum Von Mises stress 

in the deformed arch is 8,67 N/mm2, which occurs in element 571 close to the support.  By 

implementing the simulated annealing algorithm to minimize the maximum stress for this load case, 

the stress is minimized to 6,53 N/mm2, which is reached by rotating the hinges to -0.071rad and 

0.1295rad for respectively the left and right hinge. Figure 3-29 shows the stress in the deformed arch 

when the active control is applied. From this figure it becomes clear that the stress may increase at 

some locations but decreases overall. For this particular load case the maximum stress in the 

structure is reduced by 25%. 

 

 
Figure 3-28. Deformed arch due to Load case 5-20 

 

 
Figure 3-29. Optimized arch for Load case 5-20 
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The percentage of stress reduction averaged for all simulated load cases is 18 %. Since the 

possible amount of stress reduction depends on the load case, the load case with the maximum 

percentage of stress reduction is also given. For load case 12-20 , the original maximum stress value 

was 9,16 N/mm2 . In the optimized position, the maximum stress value is reduced to 7,72 N/mm2. 

This is a reduction of 26 %.  

 

In all optimization simulations, a stress reduction is found. This confirms that the simulated 

annealing algorithm works correctly. The results of the optimization depend greatly on the structure. 

For other types of structures, potentially even greater reduction percentages can be achieved.  

 

In Figure 3-30, the results for a particular load magnitude of 20N for all 31 load locations are 

shown for both the passive and active optimized arch (see Section 3.5.1). The maximum stress in the 

“passive” arch for each load case is shown along with the maximum stress for the optimized arch. 

The activation always reduces the maximum stress, but the amount of reduction depends on the 

specific load case. 

 

 
Figure 3-30. Optimization results for all load cases with magnitude 20N 

 

3.7.2 Dynamic analysis results 

 

A limited analysis for dynamic loads in the thin arch structure is performed. The analysis is 

limited, because of limitations in time and because only the static load system is implemented in 

practice. 

 

The results for modelling the 2D arch structure with dynamic loads are derived in Section 3.1. In 

this section, the equations including sensors and actuators are derived. With these equations, a 

dynamic control system can be designed and implemented. In Section 3.6 an estimator for 

reconstructing the state of the dynamic structure from sensor measurements is explained, as well as 

a controller concept based on the estimator. These concepts form the basis for an analysis of a 

dynamic control system of the thin arch structure. 
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4. Experimental analysis: Static control 

 

In this chapter, the experimental part of this research is treated. In Section 4.1, the design of the 

experimental setup is shown, after which the sensors, actuators and controller board are discussed. 

In Section 4.2, data acquisition in Matlab is explained and the relationship and conversion between 

measured sensor values and simulated sensor values is treated in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, the 

data communication with the Arduino controller board is discussed. Finally the principle of the static 

control process using the database is explained in Section 4.5.  

 

4.1 Experimental setup 

 

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4-1. The plexiglas plate is fitted with four strain 

sensors, according  to Figure 4-4. The two short edges of the plate are clamped into two steel axis. 

These are hinge connected to the base using four bearing blocks. A lever arm is rigidly connected to 

each axis. Two linear actuators are mounted to the front of the base and are hinge connected to 

each lever arm as well as to the base. By extending or retracting the actuators, the hinges can be 

rotated, thereby adjusting the boundary conditions and modifying the internal stresses of the 

plexiglas arch. In Figure 4-2, the starting position is shown. The actuators are extended at half the 

maximum stroke length, which corresponds to no rotation and no moment applied to the arch.   

 

 
Figure 4-1. Experimental setup 
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Figure 4-2. Schematic of the arch in starting situation 

 

The lever arms are fitted with 8 openings spacing 15mm apart which allows to adjust the length 

of the lever arm (Figure 4-3). The minimal arm is 45mm and the maximum arm is 150mm. By 

shortening the lever arms, a larger rotation angle can be achieved at the cost of a larger force 

generated by the actuators. The wooden box shaped base has openings at both sides in which the 

necessary electronic equipment is stored. 

 

 
Figure 4-3. Lever arm design 

 

 

Five small holes are drilled in the plate from which weights can be hung. These holes locally 

reduce the plate’s stiffness, however these effects are assumed to be small, and are neglected. Using 

the simulated annealing algorithm from Section 3.4, the optimal rotation angles of the hinges are 

calculated. These angles are rewritten to optimal length changes of the linear actuators. Here, it is 

assumed the extension of the actuators is horizontal, while in reality a slight vertical displacement 

occurs as well because the lever arm describes a circular path, this effect is also neglected.  

 

4.1.1 Sensors 

 

In order to monitor the displacement response of the arch to loading, the arch is equipped with 

sensors. Strain sensors are chosen because they don’t require a reference point like typical 

displacement sensors, which is prone to estimation errors because of the flexible nature of the arch. 

Alternatively accelerometers can be applied, however research has shown that strain sensors 

typically produce better estimates [3].  
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4.1.1.1 Choice of sensors 

 

Strain gauges are the most common sensor for measuring strain. A strain gauge’s electrical 

resistance varies in proportion to the amount of strain placed on it. The choice of strain gauge is 

dependent on several parameters: 

 The material it is attached to (different glues are required) 

 The maximum strain it must be able to achieve without breaking 

 The length of the strain gauge 

 

In this project the type of strain gauge used is PL-60-11, which is suitable for plexiglas and has a 

maximum engineering strain of 2%. This maximum value is never exceeded during any load situation 

that does not break the plate itself.  

 

The length of the strain gauge is 60mm, which is slightly shorter than the length of an element in 

the FEM. The center of each of the strain gauges on the experimental model is attached exactly in 

the center of an element of the 3D simulation model. This is done because numerically, the strains 

are calculated in the integration points at the center of each element (using a reduced integration 

scheme). Strains at nodal points are extrapolated from the integration points and therefore it is less 

accurate to position strain gauges at nodal points. Additionally each element of the FEM has a 

slightly different local material direction, which leads to additional inaccuracies when a strain gauge 

length longer than one element is chosen. Because the strain value of the gauge is averaged over the 

length of the gauge, a comparable measurement to the FEM is ensured with a gauge length of 

60mm. 

 

4.1.1.2 Types of strain  

 

The finite element software Abaqus has output for a lot of different definitions of strain, such as 

nominal, elastic, plastic, logarithmic and section. In order to compare the measured strains with 

simulated strains, the appropriate field output variable of strain must be chosen. Additionally, 

output of some of these strain definitions is only available for linear calculations while others are 

available in non-linear calculations but not at section points. 

 

In structural engineering, traditionally, the “engineering” strain or nominal strain is most used,  it 

is defined as: 

 

0/l l               (4.1) 

 

In Abaqus, the field output variable for engineering strains is “NE”. On the adaptive arch, the 

strain is measured along the longitudinal direction, i.e. the “11” direction. The engineering strain    

along the longitudinal direction of the arch has two components. A membrane component (tension 

and compression) and a bending component, and is given by: 

 

m b               (4.2) 
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Where the subscripts in 4.2, m and b, stand for membrane and bending respectively. The 

optimal state of stress for a shell is the “membrane state of stress” [12]. In this state of stress, only 

membrane stresses and strains exist in the shell, i.e. 0b  , and the material is used most 

efficiently. In other words, the goal of the control system is to minimize the bending strain 

components in the adaptive arch.   

 

Engineering strain is a so called small strain measure, which is invalid once the strain in the 

model is no longer 'small' (approximately 5%). “True” strain, is a nonlinear strain measure that is 

dependent on the final length of the model, and this is used for large strain simulations. True strain 

is defined as: 

 

0ln(l/ l )l             (4.3) 

 

Where l  is the current length and  0l   the original length. In Abaqus, the field output variable for 

true strain or logarithmic strain is “LE”. For strain values below 2%, as in the adaptive arch, 

engineering and true strain are similar. For larges strains the true and engineering strain differ a lot 

due to the logarithmic term. The relationship between both strain terms is: 

 

ln(1 )l             (4.4) 

 

Because field output for engineering strain (NE) is not available at section points (see Section 

3.2) in nonlinear simulations, the logarithmic strain “LE” is used in this thesis for comparison with 

experimentally measured strains. More specifically, the longitudinal strain component  “LE11” is 

used.   

 

4.1.1.3 Sensor placement 

 

A total of four strain gauges are placed on the arch in a symmetrical pattern. As mentioned in 

Section 4.1.1.1, each sensor is placed at a location corresponding to the center of an element in the 

FEM. In Figure 4-4, the plexiglas plate is sketched with a blue colored overlay of rectangles 

corresponding to the elements of the FEM. The sensors are placed on the black colored elements 

(the circles represent holes for load application points). Sensors are placed on locations where 

relatively high strains are expected to occur. From arch theory [7] peak strains are most likely to 

occur near the supported edges and at the quarter of the arch. Because the sensors are sensitive 

equipment it is impossible to prevent measurement errors. For example, room temperature and 

draught already affect the measurements. Placing sensors at locations of relatively high strain 

minimizes the relative measurement error.  
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Figure 4-4. Strain gauge locations and holes for load application 

 

In Figure 4-5, sensor locations are shown on the experimental setup. In  Table 4-1,  the element 

numbers of the FEM corresponding to the locations of the sensors on the experimental structure are 

given. 

 
Figure 4-5. Sensor locations on experimental setup 

 

Sensors experimental setup Corresponding FEM element numbers 

Sensor 1 315 

Sensor 2 369 

Sensor 3 556 

Sensor 4 502 

Table 4-1. Element numbers of FEM corresponding to sensor locations 

 

4.1.2 Actuators 

 

Two linear actuators are used, together with the lever arms, to rotate the hinges of the adaptive 

arch. Linear actuators are used instead of rotary actuators for two main reasons. One reason only 

concerns the potential to showcase the adaptive arch and the other is important concerning safety:  
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 Using linear actuators, an observing person can understand the workings of the control 

system more clearly. 

 The threat of overheating rotary actuators. 

 

The second reason requires more explanation. A rotary actuator would be connected directly to 

each axis. When given the command to rotate to a specified angle, it moves to the specified position 

and tries to remain in this position until another command is given. Because the arch resists this 

rotation, a constant torque would be present in the rotary actuator which potentially rotates the 

shaft of the actuator a tiny bit out of the specified position. The actuator would then continuously 

try to correct this small difference, continuously generating heat with the risk of overheating. Using 

linear actuators, this problem does not apply. There is no direct connection to the motor because in 

a linear actuator, rotary motion is converted to linear motion using a screw mechanism.   

 

4.1.2.1 Choice of actuators 

 

There is a wide range of linear actuators available. Conventional linear actuators are based on 

electromechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic power. The most important characteristics are:  the 

amount of force they can put out, the maximum speed at which they can operate and the stroke 

length. There is virtually no upper limit to the maximum force. However, higher force comes at the 

cost of less speed. From Figure 4-6A it is shown that high speed electromechanical actuators can 

only operate under very small loads in a range of 10N-30N.  Figure 4-6B shows the relationship 

between required current (Ampère) and force (N). On the left vertical axis, the current for a 12V DC 

actuator are shown, while on the right vertical axis, current for a 24V DC actuator is shown. 

 

 
Figure 4-6. A). speed vs. force B). current vs. force 

 

Actuators based on electromechanical power are used in this project because they require the 

least amount of equipment necessary, since pneumatic actuators require large air tanks and 

hydraulic actuators require oil pumps. Using electromechanical actuators, the scale model can be 

transported out of the laboratory. 
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Actuators are purchased considering multiple factors: 

 Maximum force 

 Speed 

 Cost 

 Stroke length 

 Position feedback 

 

In the design phase of the adaptive arch, a larger arch was originally planned, built out of 

steel/aluminum with a 2m span. During the project the size of the arch is scaled down, due to 

practical considerations. Relatively strong actuators are purchased, enabling future re-use on larger 

structures. The maximum speed of available actuators is less than expected, typically the maximum 

speed ranges from 5mm/s to 15mm/s. The stroke length is the total extension length of the 

actuator. Because the actuators are applied in a real time control system is it convenient to have 

position feedback of the current actuator positions at any moment in time. Therefore actuators with 

a potentiometers for position feedback are purchased. In Figure 4-7, one actuator is shown on the 

experimental setup. The specifications of the actuator are shown in Table 4-1.  

 

Actuator specifications 

Type LA10 

Maximum force 700N 

Maximum speed 10mm/s 

Input 24V DC 

Stroke length 100mm 

Position feedback Yes 

Duty cycle 20% 

Limit switch Yes 

Material Aluminum 

Table 4-1. Actuator specifications 

 

 

 
Figure 4-7. Actuator on the experimental setup 
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24V DC actuators are chosen instead of 12V DC actuators. This enables the use of a single 24V5A 

power supply to power both actuators. If two 12V actuators were used instead, this power supply 

would not be able to provide sufficient current since two 12V actuators operating at full speed 

require a total of 6-8A, while two 24V actuators only require 4A. 

 

In the starting situation, the actuators are extended at half the maximum stroke length i.e. 

50mm. From this position, the hinges can be rotated an equal amount clockwise and 

counterclockwise. The rotation angle is dependent on the length of the lever arm. In Figure 4-8, the 

maximum rotational angles are shown for all lengths of the lever arms. For the maximum arm length 

of 150mm, the minimum and maximum rotation angles  are -18˚ and 18˚ or -0.32 and 0.32 radians. 

 

 
Figure 4-8. Maximum rotation angles for varying lever arm lengths 

4.1.3 Arduino 

 

In order to control the actuators, a controller board is required. For this purpose an Arduino Uno 

R3 is used. Arduino is a very popular and inexpensive open source hardware and software 

developer. Using the open-source software, users can code their own programs and upload them to 

the Arduino board. 
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Figure 4-9. Arduino UNO with I/O pin description 

 
The Arduino UNO R3 is a microcontroller board, which can be connected to a PC through USB. 

The Arduino company has a whole family of microcontroller boards, where the UNO is the most 

basic. Figure 4-9 shows the Arduino Uno R3 with a description of all the input and output pins. It has 

14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as pulse-width modulation (PWM) outputs and  

6 analog inputs. In Figure 4-10, the electric components used to control the actuators are shown. 

The wiring schedule used to control the actuators is in Appendix A. 

 

 
Figure 4-10. Electric components 
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4.2 Data Acquisition 

 

The next step in the experimental analysis is to acquire the sensor data. There are several 

possibilities and software programs capable for such tasks. The following subsections explain how 

the sensor data is processed with Matlab.   

4.2.1 Sensor connection to the computer 

 

The sensor data has to be connected with the computer. This can be done by incorporating the 

“meetkast” of the laboratory in the loop. This would prevent the scale model to be showcased 

outside of the laboratory. Therefore, the USB6002 device from National Instruments is purchased for 

this project because it enables the sensor measurements to be read directly by a private personal 

computer with a portable USB device. National Instruments has a range of  USB6000 devices varying 

in price and possibilities. Based on the price/quality ratio, the choice is made to purchase the 

USB6002 device (Figure 4-11).  

 

 
Figure 4-11. USB6002 device 

4.2.2 Data acquisition toolbox  

 

The analog signals (voltages) from the strain sensors are wired to the NI-USB6002 device which 

is connected to a personal computer through USB.  Several software applications can be used to 

read the incoming signals. LabView is the standard application in the Pieter van Muschenbroek 

laboratory. Labview can also be used to make entire control systems. Unfortunately, expensive 

licenses are required to use this functionality of Labview. Therefore, the choice is made to use 

Matlab instead. 

 

The USB6002 can be connected to Matlab following (5). Here, it is essential that the NIDAQmx 

driver is installed. With this driver, the built-in Data Acquisition Toolbox of Matlab may be used to 

access the incoming data. The Data Acquisition Toolbox offers two possible interfaces, the so called 

‘session based’ and the ‘legacy’ interface. The advantage of the legacy interface is that it offers block 
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diagrams for Simulink for reading analog/digital signals directly into Simulink, while the session 

based interface does not. Because Simulink is ideal for simulating dynamic control systems, it would 

be advantageous to use the legacy interface. Unfortunately only the session based interface is 

supported for the USB6002 device. This prevents the use of Simulink for the final control system and 

forces the use of the session based interface with normal Matlab scripts.  

 

Note: For future applications it is interesting to purchase USB devices which support the legacy 

interface enabling the use of Simulink. Table 4-2 shows a list of USB6000 devices and available 

interfaces. 

Device Supported Interface 

USB-6000 S 

USB-6001 S 

USB-6002 S 

USB-6003 S 

USB-6008 S, L 

USB-6009 S, L 

Table 4-2. Range  of USB6000 devices and available interfaces. S=Session, L=Legacy. 

4.2.3 Session based interface 

 

The session based interface is used to acquire sensor data in Matlab. Figure 4-12 shows how an 

acquisition session is started up in Matlab. First, the connection with the device is made and a 

session is created. Then, the rate at which the data is acquired is specified. In this thesis, 1000 

measurements/second are acquired. Finally, four analog input channels are created, one for each 

sensor. The duration of the session can be specified using the “session.Duration” command or it can 

be set to continuous using the “session.IsContinuous” command. 

 

 
Figure 4-12. Starting an acquisition session 

 

Then, there are two possibilities to acquire the sensor data, which are background or foreground 

acquisition. The benefit of background acquisition is that other Matlab tasks can be executed during 

background acquisition. Foreground acquisition temporarily blocks all other Matlab tasks during the 

duration of the acquisition. Therefore, background acquisition is typically used for long sessions. 

Since the control system for the adaptive arch needs to work continuously, background acquisition 

seems to be the obvious choice. 

 

When data is acquired in the background, incoming data is handled using so called “listeners and 

events”. A DataAvailable event occurs when a specific amount of data is acquired. A listener is a 

callback function which is called every time the DataAvailable event occurs.  In Figure 4-13, a listener 
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is added to the session. By default the listener is called 10 times per second. The frequency at which 

the listener is called can be set using the “NotifyWhenDataAvailableExceeds” command. For 

example, when this value is set to 100 and the rate is 1000 measurements/second, the listener is 

called 1000/100=10 times per second.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-13. Adding listeners to the session 

 

 Using a listener function, the measured data can be made available to the workspace using the 

global command. This enables  the use of the acquired data for further calculations. For unknown 

reasons, the use of listeners does not work smooth and Matlab often crashes using background 

acquisition. Therefore, foreground acquisition is used instead.  

 

Using foreground acquisition, the data automatically becomes available in the workspace after 

the duration of the session, so listeners and  the global command are no longer required. The 

problem of Matlab being temporarily unavailable during the duration of the acquisition session is 

solved by acquiring data in a while loop for a period of only 0.1 seconds. More details of the 

acquisition process and the control loop are presented in Section 4.5.  

 

4.3 Sensor verification 

 
In order for the control system to work accurately, it is validated that the sensor values measured in 
het laboratory correspond well to the strains calculated in the FE model. A total of 8 identical load 
cases are performed on both the experimental and numerical model with actuators/rotations fixed 
in their initial positions. 
 
 In Figure 4-4, the flattened Plexiglas plate is shown with an overlay of a blue grid representing the 
elements of the FE model. Sensors are placed on the bottom surface of the experimental arch and 
strain values of the corresponding elements in the FE model are used in the numerical model.     
 

Additionally, Figure 4-4  shows 5 loading points. In the experimental model, small holes are drilled in 
the Plexiglas from which point loads can be hung. In the numerical model, point loads can be applied 
on these locations as well. A total of 8 load cases are performed using these loading points, with two 
point loads of either 10N or 22N.  
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Table 4-3. Sensor verification 

 Experimental results sensor strains Numerical results sensor strains 
Sensor number Sensor number 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 ɛ11 

Load case Description mm/m mm/m mm/m mm/m mm/m mm/m mm/m mm/m 

1 No load 0 0 0 0 -1,29e-05 -1,94e-05 -1,94e-05 -1,29e-05 

2 10N location 1 -2,74e-04 3,62e-04 1,58e-04 -2,86e-04 -3,10e-04 3,20e-04 1,40e-04 -2,70e-04 

3 10N location 2 -3,92e-04 3,39e-04 2,31e-04 -5,07e-04 -4,24e-04 3,44e-04 2,50e-04 -5,48e-04 

4 10N location 3 -7,21e-06 -4,68e-04 -7,35e-06 -4,08e-04 -5,77e-06 -4,14e-04 -5,77e-06 -4,14e-04 

5 10N location 4 3,08e-04 -6,85e-04 -5,30e-04 4,23e-04 2,50e-04 -5,48e-04 -4,24e-04 3,44e-04 

6 10N location 5 1,78e-04 -3,32e-04 -2,74e-04 4,08e-04 1,40e-04 -2,70e-04 -3,10e-04 3,2-e-04 

7 20N location 2 -1,17e-03 1,38e-03 5,87e-04 -1,85e-03 -1,40e-03 1,49e-03 7,01e-04 -1,64e-03 

8 20N location 3 -2,23e-05 -1,18e-03 -2,47e-05 -1,16e-03 -1,97e-05 -1,10e-05 -1,97e-05 -1,10e-03 

9 20N location 4 7,10e-04 -1,26e-03 -1,03e-03 1,41e-03 7,01e-04 -1,64e-03 -1,40e-03 1,49e-03 

 
The results are shown in Table 4.3. The differences in strain values are small, so it can be concluded 
that the sensors in het laboratory correspond well to the strains calculated in the FE model. 
Additionally, Figure 4-14 shows the strain verification graphically for one of the sensors. 
 

 

 

Figure 4-14. Strain verification sensor 1 

 

4.4 Data communication with Arduino 

 

In this section, the data communication between Matlab and the Arduino is explained. A 

separate program is written which runs on the Arduino Uno R3. This program receives data from 

Matlab and sends data back to Matlab. Communication between both programs goes through a USB 

connection. This is commonly referred to as serial port communication.  
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On the Matlab side, a serial object is opened that can transmit and send data to the serial port to 

which the Arduino is connected (see Figure 4-15). The Baud rate can be thought of as the speed at 

which data bits are sent over the serial port, a common Baud rate is 9600Bd. It is essential that the 

Baud rate in the Arduino program is the same as in the Matlab program. A terminator indicates the 

end of a series of bytes that is sent over the serial port. Using a terminator enables the computer to 

recognize that all the data in a transmission is received. Here, the terminator is set to CR/LF, which 

stands for Carriage Return/Line Feed. This sets the cursor at the beginning of a new line after each 

data transmission, resetting for a new transmission. 

 

 
Figure 4-15. Connection Matlab to Arduino 

 

In appendix A, the full script running on the Arduino is given. In this subsection, the most 

important parts of this script are explained in detail. Following the code in Figure 4-16, the void 

setup function is called when the program starts. It is used to set the Baud rate and to assign pin 

modes. Here, 4 digital output pins are defined, 2 for each actuator.  

 

 
Figure 4-16. Arduino script part 1 

 

Each actuator has a digital direction pin that tells the actuator to move forward or backward, by 

setting the value to either 0 or 1. Each actuator is also connected to a pulse-width modulation 

(PWM) pin, which is used to control the speed at which the actuator moves. The principle of PWM is 

to create an analog signal in a digital way. A digital signal is either on or off, while an analog signal 

can be everything in between as well. For example when the actuator is required to move at half 

speed of 5mm/s, the motor is switched on at maximum speed 50% of the time and off 50% of the 

time. This happens at a very high frequency of over 10.000 times per second, making it look like the 

motor is running at half speed.  

 

Additionally, 2 analog input pins are defined, one for each actuator. This pin is connected to the 

potentiometer of the actuator and reads the current position of the actuator. The void setup 

function only runs once after each power-up or reset of the Arduino board. 
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Figure 4-17. Arduino script part 2 

  

The new actuator setpoints calculated in Matlab (see Section 4.5) are sent to Arduino as a single 

text string. In Figure 4-17, a function in the Arduino script is shown which separates the incoming 

text string into two separate strings (one setpoint for each actuator). For example, new actuator 

setpoints are send to Arduino as “203|510”. The function separates this string to “203” and “510”, 

discarding the “|” sign. 

 

Next, the void loop function shown in Figure 4-18 is explained. This function is continuously 

looped in the Arduino. Using the analogRead function, the current actuator positions are 

continuously read. Within the void loop  an if statement checks whether serial data is available, i.e. 

when new actuator setpoints are received from Matlab. First the incoming string is read using the 

readString function. Then, this string is split into two strings (setPoint1 and setPoint2) by calling the 

function in Figure 4-17.   

 

Then, the strings are converted to numbers using the toInt function. The incoming actuator 

signals range from 0-640 while the actuator positions range from 0-1023. Using the map function, 

the setPoints in the 0-640 range are transformed to the 0-1023 range. Finally, the mapped setPoints 

are assigned to the ADC_SetPoint variables that are used later on in the script.  
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Figure 4-18. Arduino script part 3 

 

Note: the actuator positions range from 0-1023 where 0 is full extension and 1023 is full 

retraction. Because the actuators are positioned in opposite directions to each other, the 

relationship between rotation angles and actuator positions is opposite for the right actuator 

according to Table 4-4. This conversion is made in the Matlab control script (appendix B6). 

 

 

Left actuator Right actuator 

Rotation angle (rad) Actuator position Rotation angle (rad) Actuator position 

-0.32 0 -0.32 1023 

0 512 0 512 

0.32 1023 0.32 0 

Table 4-4. Relationship rotation angles and actuator positions 

 

4.5 Control concept 

 

In this section, the concept of the static control process is explained. The principle of the control 

loop is shown in Figure 4-19. The Matlab script for implementing the static control process can be 

found in appendix B6 . A poster sized image of the static control process can also be found in the 

Appendix D. 

 

In Figure 4-19, the control process starts with acquiring sensor data. The data of the four strain 

gauges is measured at a sampling rate of 1000 measurements/second. This signal must first be 

amplified before it is read by the USB6002 device. Using the session based interface and the data 

acquisition toolbox, the incoming signal is processed directly into Matlab.  

 

Using foreground acquisition (Section 4.2.3), data is acquired for a 0.2 second duration, meaning 

200 measurements are obtained in each acquisition. Because the sensor data contains noise, the 

mean values over 200 measurements are taken.  
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Figure 4-19. Static control process 

 

The next step is to convert the sensor data according to the fitted conversion function defined in 

Section 4.3, in order to be able to compare experimentally measured strains with the simulated 

strains in the database. After conversion, the database can be searched for the closest match to the 

currently measured strains. As explained in Section 3.5.2, the database contains strain values for a 

large number of possible load scenarios, and the last two columns contain the optimal rotation 

angles for the corresponding load scenario.  

 

The index of the row in the database with the closest match to the currently measured strain 

values must be found in order to obtain the correct actuator set points. In Figure 4-20, the section of 

the Matlab control script is shown where the best matching index of the database with the current 

sensor measurements is found.  
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Figure 4-20. Section of control script. Finding the best matching index. 

 

Using a while loop, sensor data is acquired, the mean value is used to eliminate sensor noise and 

the strain conversion is applied (Section Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.). The function 

“pdist2” is used to calculate the Euclidean distance of every index in the database to the mean data 

vector. The minimum distance is then extracted from the “dist” vector and finally the index of the 

closest match in the database is found. 

 

 After the closest match is found, the optimal rotation angles belonging to the found strain 

combination are obtained. These values are in column 5 and 6 of the row that is found in the 

database. Next, these angles, ranging from -0.32rad to 0.32rad, must be converted in order to send 

them to Arduino. First these are converted to positive integers, ranging from 0-640. Then, these 

floating point numbers are converted to text strings using the fprintf function, because the Arduino 

requires text values. In order to send these two text strings to Arduino simultaneously, they are 

converted to one long text string with the delimiter ‘|’ in between both values. An example text 

string could be “211|475”. This text string is sent to Arduino using serial port communication.  

 

As explained in Section 4.4, the program on the Arduino receives the new actuator set points 

and moves to the new positions. The speed at which the actuators move to a new position is based 

on the difference between the current position and the set point of an actuator. Therefore the 

current positions are fed back to the Arduino. The difference is multiplied by an amplification factor, 

to make sure the actuators always react fast. 

 

The current actuator positions are not used in a calculation to determine the next actuator set 

points. This is purely based on finding the best fit of measured strain values with the database. This 

is a valid approach, since the database also contains strain values and actuator set points of 

simulated scenarios with rotated actuators as explained in Section 3.5.2.  

 

The actuator positions can be used to create a graph of actuator positions versus time. However, 

sending the actuator positions from Arduino back to Matlab, causes large delays because the 

Arduino only has one processing core, preventing it to send data back and forth simultaneously.  

Therefore, this is not an option. This problem can be circumvented by also reading the actuator 

positions with the analog input channels of  the NI DAQ device. This enables to make graphs of both 

sensor measurements and actuator positions simultaneously.   
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4.6 Case study 

 

A case study of the practical application of the control system is given to show in detail how the 

control system works and verify that it works correctly. The key points to satisfy are: 

 

 the correct α and β index in the database is found belonging to the applied load, 

 the actuators move to the corresponding target positions, 

 the actuators must stop when the target positions are reached, 

 when the arch is unloaded, the actuators must move back to the starting positions, 

 when the arch is not in the starting position, and a different load is applied, the 

actuators must move to the new target positions. 

 

In section 4.6.1, the case study is performed with the control system switched off and in section  

4.6.2, the control system is switched on. In order to better understand what the control system is 

doing, the case study is divided into steps according to Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5. Steps of the case study 

1. Original situation 2. Instant of load application (left) 

 

 

3. Deformed due to load (left) 4. Instant of load application (right) 

  

5. Deformed due to load (right) 6. Deformed and active controlled (left) 

 

 

7. Deformed and active controlled (right) 8. Deformed due to active control only 
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4.6.1 Passive case study 

 
From Figure 4-21 , initially no load is applied (Table 4-5.1) and sensor strains are on their initial 
values. Note that each sensor has a slightly different (non-zero) starting strain value. This is due to 
the fact that the sensors are very sensitive and therefore measurements change constantly, which 
cannot be accounted. 
 
Next, a load of 20N is applied on the left side (Table 4-5.2). At this instant, the sensor values shoot 
up because the arch deforms, shortly after this, the arch is in the deformed situation (Table 4-5.3). 
Between (3) and the moment of load removal, the arch stays in this deformed shape because the 
active control system is not switched on yet. However, the sensor values do change slightly because 
the flexible arch deforms a little bit more over time. At the moment of load removal, the sensor 
values shoot down again and the arch returns to its original situation (Table 4-5.1).  
 
 

 

Figure 4-21. Passive case study. Sensor measurements over time. 

When the load of 20N is applied on the right side, the sensor values immediately shoot up again. 
Since the arch is symmetrical and the load is exactly mirrored, this time sensor 2 and 3 measure 
higher values and sensor 1 and 4 measure lower values as opposed to the previous situation. The 
load is removed and the entire process is repeated two times with a shorter interval between load 
removal and load application. For now, this has no effect since the control system is turned off. In 
section 4.6.2 it becomes obvious that this does have an effect since the control system responds 
with a slight delay. 
 

4.6.2 Active case study 

 
In Figure 4-22A (top), the sensor measurements for the active case study are plotted along with the 

actuator target points in Figure 4-22B (bottom). In these figures, a white background stands for no 

external loading, blue stands for load on the left and orange stands for load on the right. It must be 

noted that the actuator target points are not the actual actuators positions at that time, because it 

takes time for the actuators to move towards a new target point. This also means that the sensor 

measurements in Figure 4-22A  start changing a short time after new actuator target points in  

Figure 4-22B are received. 

 
After 7 seconds, the 20N load is applied on the left side of the arch (Table 4.5.2) The sensor 
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measurements change instantly and the actuator target points change slightly later. The load is hung 

from the arch slowly so there is not a sudden jump in sensor values (as in the passive case study). 

The deformation due to the external load is reached (Table 4.5.3). Slightly later again, the control 

system calculated new actuator target points. Then the actuators start moving to the new optimal 

positions, which causes another kink in the sensor strains. Next, the optimal rotation angles are 

reached for this specific load case (Table 4.5.6) and the sensor values remain  horizontal until the 

load is removed.  

 

The found stresses after adaptation can be higher because the verification method is indirect. A 

direct verification of the maximum stress in the experimental structure is not possible, since the 

location of maximum stress always changes and only a limited number of sensors can be applied. 

Load removal corresponds with a sudden change in sensor strains. At this time, there is no load 

applied to the arch but the actuators are still in the rotated positions (Table 4.5.8). The control 

system recognizes this change and actuators move back to the original position a little later. This 

corresponds with the sensor values slowly returning to their initial values (Table 4.5.1).   

 

 

Figure 4-22. Active case study. A) Sensor measurements over time. B) Actuator target points. 

 
Next, the 20N load is applied on the right side. Only now when the load is removed again and sensor 

values start dropping, the load is applied on the left side with a very short pause, not allowing the 

control system to move back to the original position before the new load is applied. From this 

scenario, the same actuator target points must be found because the new load situation is identical 

to the first one. Only now this must be done from a non-initial situation. In a brief iterative process, 

the control system converges on the new optimized shape because the control system continuously 

finds a better match with the current sensor values. 
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4.6.3 Active case study results  

 
To verify that the correct load scenarios are indeed found and the actuators rotate the supports to 
the optimal rotation angles for each specific load case, the index found in the database for each load 
is linked to the simulated load scenario corresponding to this index. After this it is visually and 
numerically verified that the correct load case is indeed found.  
 
Table 4.6A shows the deformed experimental model due to the 20N load on the left. From retracing 
the index found in the database, it can be concluded that load scenario 6-20 is found (Table 4.6B). In 
Table 4.6C, the deformation due to this load in the FE simulation is shown. The deformation  closely 
matches the experimental deformation in Table 4.6A.  
   

Table 4.6. Case study, Passive results. 

Experimental displacement 

passive state 

Load scenario found in the 

database 

Numerical passive displacement 

 

 

 

A B C 

 

 

 

D E F 

 
In order to verify (not only from visual deformation comparison), that the experimental situation 

corresponds with the numerical situation, the sensor measurements are compared in Table 4.7.  

Table 4.7. Comparison measured strains with Abaqus strains. Load 6-20 

Load case 6-20 Sensor 1 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 2 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 3 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 4 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Measured strains Passive 4,95 -6,47 -11,3 9,21 

Active 9,01 -6,45 -4,10 12,05 

Abaqus strains in 

database 

Passive 4,18 -6,49 -8,17 10,99 

Active 9,45 -6,48 -3,65 12,29 
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Table 4.7 shows that the “passive” measured strains show comparing patterns with the “passive” 

Abaqus strains in the database. This is of course also the reason why this index in the database is 

found.  

 

The actuators then move to their new target points, the actively controlled deformation is shown in 

Table 4.8A. The arch shape is similar to the numerically optimized arch shape (Table 4.8B).  

 

Table 4.8. Case study. Active results. 

Experimental displacement 

active state 

Numerically optimized arch 

shape 

 

 

A B 

 

 

D E 

 

In order to verify that the experimental optimized shape is close to the numerically optimized shape, 

the measured  strains in the “active “ state are compared again with the Abaqus strains in the 

activated state (Table 4.7). Again, it shows comparing patterns.  

 

Note that the strains in the active state actually show larger strains compared to the passive state 

for 3 out of the 4 sensors. This seems contradictory, however, minimizing the maximum strain in the 

entire arch, does not necessarily mean that the strain at all four sensor locations decreases. This is 

clearly shown in Figure 4.23. The maximum Von Mises stress according to the FE calculation is 9,00 

N/mm2 in the passive state and 7,16 N/mm2 in the active state. A maximum stress reduction of 

20,45% is achieved. 
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Figure 4.23. Von Mises stress in the arch. Passive and Active state. Load case 6-20 

 

A similar procedure is performed for the load applied on the right side (Table 4.8D+E).  Although the 

arch is symmetrical, this load scenario is not the exact opposite of the previous load scenario. The 

load scenario next to it is chosen (For load case 25-20). This is due to the fact that the differences in 

neighbouring load scenarios are very small, the sensors are very sensitive and tolerances are relative 

large in the scaled Plexiglas model.  

 
In Table 4.9, sensor measurements are compared for both passive and active states. The maximum 

Von Mises stress according to the FE calculation is 9,06 N/mm2 in the passive state and 7,74 N/mm2 

in the active state. A maximum stress reduction of 14,6% is achieved. 

 
Table 4.9. Comparison measured strains with Abaqus strains. Load 25-20 

Load case 25-20 Sensor 1 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 2 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 3 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Sensor 4 

Logarithmic 

strain [-] 

(x10^-3) 

Measured strains 

Passive -6,71 12,16 3,59 8,0 

Active -2,64 13,32 8,97 7,89 

Abaqus strains in 

database 

Passive -8,17 10,99 4,18 6,49 

Active -3,65 12,29 9,45 6,48 
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4.7 Results 

 

The thin arch structure including control system is built in practice. Data acquisition is performed 

using a USB device from National Instruments. The sensor measurements are verified and converted 

to be used with the database. Data communication with Arduino is used to control the actuators. By 

implementing the control concept in Section 4.5, the thin arch structure is actively controlled for 

stress minimization. In Section 4.6Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden., a case study shows that 

the control system works with good accuracy in practice.  

 

There are still some limitations and complications for the control system however. The most 

difficult complication is the sensor sensitivity. Sensors are highly sensitive and measurements 

continuously change slightly even when the load situation does not change. This is because external 

variables, such as temperature, and draught influence the measurements. If the Euclidean distances 

of several indices in the database are very close to the measured values, a situation can occur that 

the wrong index is found due to slightly changing sensor values. A situation may then occur where 

the actuators keep moving back and forth. This sensitivity issue is a  delicate problem. One way to 

trap the problem is to increase the data acquisition time from 0.1 seconds to 0.2 seconds. The vector 

of mean values is then calculated based on more measurements and therefore less sensitive to slight 

variations. 

 

Another complication is that when a person pushes the arch, this load is never completely static. 

Therefore, a similar situation may occur as with the previous complication, where the actuators keep 

moving back and forth without stopping. This complication is sustained by the fact that there is a 

delay in the response.   

 

Limitations and complications are summarized here: 

 The response is not instant but slightly delayed. 

 As of yet, the database only contains load cases where a single load is applied at a time, 

so the response to multiple loads may not be optimal. 

 The control system is developed for static loads only. 

 Complications may occur due to high sensor sensitivity or a load not being completely 

static 

  

It can be concluded that the control system works with good accuracy, but is very delicate at the 

same time. Additional improvements can be made in future research to make the control system 

more robust and extend the possibilities.  

 

4.7.1. Robustness of the control system 

 
In FigureB, the graph of the actuator target points shows several peaks. During such a peak, the 

“wrong” index in the database is found, with different actuator target points. This is potentially 
dangerous because in such a scenario the actuators could rotate the wrong way and increase the 
stress in the arch instead of decreasing it. However, because there is a delay between the calculation 
of the actuator target points and the actual moving of the actuators, this error is usually corrected 
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within a few loops of measuring and the actuators don’t actually move to the wrong position, but 
converge to the optimal position instead.   

 
The cause of this problem is the limited database and that the sensors (strain gauges) are 

extremely sensitive while the tolerances on the Plexiglas model is large. The robustness of this type 
of control system needs further improvement by using more accurate and faster equipment. 
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5. Conclusions and suggestions for further research 

   

This chapter summarizes the conclusions that can be drawn from this research and gives 

suggestions for further research. 

5.1 Conclusions 

 

In this research, active control on a small scale lightweight arch structure of Plexiglas is 
investigated numerically and experimentally. A control concept is developed for the experimental 
structure using numerical optimization results. 

 
The thin arch structure can be actively controlled when subjected to varying static loads. 

Significant stress reduction is achieved using the active control system compared to the same 
passive structure. On average for all load cases, the maximum stress is reduced by 18%, with a 
maximum of 26%. 

  
This research has led to new insights and knowledge about the practical implementation of a 

control system for adaptive structures. This knowledge involves communicating and translating 
sensor data directly to Matlab, sending commands from Matlab over the serial port to the Arduino, 
translating the received commands into actuator positions, and making the actuators move to these 
positions accurately.  

 
A novel approach using a database with simulated load scenarios is implemented because real-

time calculations to determine optimal actuator positions take too much time and computational 
power.  

 
A basis for the practical implementation of active control in lightweight structures is developed. 

However, much more research is required to make the control system more robust and implement it 
on a full scale structure and also to extend the capabilities of the control system to react quicker, for 
example to dynamic loads, such as wind.  

 

5.2 Suggestions for further research 

 

In this section,  several suggestions for further research are given.  

 

Simulink. For future use, it is interesting to use Matlab’s graphical extension Simulink for 

designing a dynamic control system. Once a state space model of the dynamic structure is obtained, 

this model can be exported to Simulink, where a dynamic control system can be quickly built using 

block diagrams of the control systems toolbox. 

 

USB6000 device. Following up on the previous suggestion, it is interesting to purchase a 

USB6000 device from National Instruments which supports the legacy interface. Using this the 

legacy interface, enables one to acquire sensor data in Simulink. In combination with the dynamic 

control system in Simulink, a real-time control system can then be built in Simulink.  
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Software MatMorembs. In this thesis, a handmade 2D FEM is used to obtain the dynamic 

equations of the thin arch and rewrite them into a state space form, including actuators and sensors, 

ready for further dynamic analysis. The university of Stuttgart developed a software program called 

“MatMorembs” which is a plug-in for Matlab. It allows to directly import complex finite element 

models from various finite element programs. Then, with this software program, model reduction 

techniques are applied and a state space model is obtained directly. This software would greatly 

simplify the process of creating a dynamic control system.  

 

Software SDtools. SDtools is another third party software plug-in for Matlab with similar 

functionalities as MatMorembs. 

 

Other structures, now that the principle of the control loop is created, it can be applied to other 

types of lightweight structures as well or a larger version of the current setup. 

 

Different actuator actions, in this project, the active control system manipulates stresses in the 

arch by rotating the hinges of the arch. Other means for manipulating the stresses can be 

investigated. For example, translation of supports. For larger structures it is interesting to investigate 

actuators within the structure instead of at the boundaries. 

 

Faster actuators.  The actuators acquired for this project are not fast enough to suppress 

vibrations. Therefore, faster actuators should be acquired for further research into dynamic control. 

Another option can be to use different types of actuators for static and dynamic control 

simultaneously, such as “slow” linear actuators for static control and “fast” piezoelectric actuators 

for dynamic control. 

 

Controller board. The Arduino UNO R3 used in this project is the most basic controller board 

from the Arduino family with the smallest amount of computational power. Faster and more 

elaborate control systems can potentially be built using an more advanced Arduino type. Another 

option is to use another brand of controller boards. For example, from the company dSPACE, which 

controller boards were used on the Stuttgart Smart Shell [10].  

 

Optimization algorithm. The simulated annealing algorithm used for the static optimization can 

be further improved. Additionally, other global search algorithms may be investigated. The algorithm 

is now implemented directly into Abaqus. Communication between Matlab and Abaqus using 

programming techniques can be further investigated which might enable the built-in global 

optimization algorithms in Matlab to be used. 

 

Real-time calculations. In this thesis, a database is used instead of real-time calculations 

because it takes too much time to solve the optimization problem in real-time. For further research, 

it might be good to start with a simpler optimization problem that can be solved in real-time which 

makes the use of a database redundant.  

 

Database. The database can be further extended, including more load cases. 
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Other types of sensors. For future research it may be interesting to investigate the use of other 

types of sensors or multiple types of sensors simultaneously in order to be able to reconstruct the 

shape of the structure more accurately.  Interesting sensors may be displacement and acceleration 

sensors.  

 

Extend control system. In this research the control system is designed for stress minimization. In 

further research it may be interesting to optimize a different aspect or potentially combine several 

aspects.  For example, deformation minimization.  

 

Feedback from Arduino. Returning data from Arduino back to Matlab causes heavy delay in the 

current control loop, probably because the serial port is very busy and signals go in both directions. 

For the control system in this thesis it is not necessarily required  to  return data to Matlab for the 

control system to function, so this option is not used. For further research it can be investigated if 

and how the data can be returned without delays in the loop.  
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Appendix A: Arduino  

 
 
 
 
 



// Actuator 1 = left 

// Actuator 2 = right

int ADC_SetPoint_left = 512;        // middle position 

int ADC_SetPoint_right = 512;       // middle position

int ADC_ServoPoti_1 = 0;

int ADC_ServoPoti_2 = 0;

int dutyCycle1 = 50; // 10 - 255

int dutyCycle2 = 50; // 10-255

long ADCdiff1 = 0;

long ADCdiff2 = 0;

int setPoint1I=320;

int setPoint2I=320;

int setPoint1map=512;

int setPoint2map=512;

#define V_WINDOW 20                 //10 - 1000 (25)

#define MIN_DUTYCYCLE 15            //0 - 255 (25)

#define MAX_DUTYCYCLE 245           //0 - 255 (255)

#define SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_2 2     //Direction pin servo 

motor

#define SERVO_PWM_PIN_2 3           //PWM pin servo motor 

Pulse Wide Modulus

#define SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_1 5     //Direction pin servo 

motor

#define SERVO_PWM_PIN_1 4           //PWM pin servo motor 

Pulse Wide Modulus

#define SERVO_SENSOR_2 A2           //Analog input servo 

sensor

#define SERVO_SENSOR_1 A0           //Analog input servo 

sensor

void setup() {

    Serial.begin(9600); //baudrate

    pinMode(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_1, OUTPUT);     

    pinMode(SERVO_PWM_PIN_1, OUTPUT);     

    pinMode(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_2, OUTPUT);

    pinMode(SERVO_PWM_PIN_2, OUTPUT);

    pinMode(SERVO_SENSOR_1, INPUT);  

    pinMode(SERVO_SENSOR_2, INPUT);   



} 

////////////////////////////////////////////

// function within the code to seperate incoming matlab 

string into two strings

 String getValue(String data, char separator, int index)

{

 int found = 0;

  int strIndex[] = {

0, -1  };

  int maxIndex = data.length()-1;

  for(int i=0; i<=maxIndex && found<=index; i++){

  if(data.charAt(i)==separator || i==maxIndex){

  found++;

  strIndex[0] = strIndex[1]+1;

  strIndex[1] = (i == maxIndex) ? i+1 : i;

  }

 }

  return found>index ? data.substring(strIndex[0], 

strIndex[1]) : "";

} 

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

void loop(){ 

   ADC_ServoPoti_1 = analogRead(0);     // reads the 

actuator1 sensor (between 0 and 1023) 

   ADC_ServoPoti_2 = analogRead(2);     // reads the 

actuator2 sensor (between 0 and 1023)  

   if (Serial.available() > 0 ){

      // String comes in with 2 | seperated values

      //for example "0|640

      String number = Serial.readString(); 

      String setPoint1 = getValue(number,'|',0);

      String setPoint2 = getValue(number,'|',1);

      setPoint1I=setPoint1.toInt();

      setPoint2I=setPoint2.toInt();

      setPoint1map=map(setPoint1I,0,640,0,1023);

      setPoint2map=map(setPoint2I,0,640,0,1023);

      ADC_SetPoint_left = setPoint1map;

      ADC_SetPoint_right = setPoint2map;

       }



   ADCdiff1 = abs(ADC_SetPoint_left - ADC_ServoPoti_1);

   ADCdiff2 = abs(ADC_SetPoint_right - ADC_ServoPoti_2);

   dutyCycle1 = 3*ADCdiff1; //multiply by 3 to increase speed

   dutyCycle2 = 3*ADCdiff2; //multiply by 3 to increase speed

   if(dutyCycle1 < MIN_DUTYCYCLE){

      dutyCycle1 = MIN_DUTYCYCLE;

   }

   else if(dutyCycle1 > MAX_DUTYCYCLE){

      dutyCycle1 = MAX_DUTYCYCLE;

   }

   if(dutyCycle2 < MIN_DUTYCYCLE){

      dutyCycle2 = MIN_DUTYCYCLE;

   }

   else if(dutyCycle2 > MAX_DUTYCYCLE){

      dutyCycle2 = MAX_DUTYCYCLE;

   }

   if(ADCdiff1 < V_WINDOW){

      digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_1, 0);

      analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_1, 0);

   }

   else {

      if(ADC_SetPoint_left < ADC_ServoPoti_1){

        //Serial.println ("Left actuator is going forward");

        digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_1, 1); //HIGH

        analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_1, 255-dutyCycle1);

      }

      else if(ADC_SetPoint_left > ADC_ServoPoti_1){

        //Serial.println ("Left actuator is going backward");

        digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_1, 0); //LOW

        analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_1, dutyCycle1); 

      }

      }

   if(ADCdiff2 < V_WINDOW){

        digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_2, 0);



        analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_2, 0);

   }

   else {

      if(ADC_SetPoint_right < ADC_ServoPoti_2){

        //Serial.println ("Right actuator is going forward");

        digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_2, 1); //LOW

        analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_2, 255-dutyCycle2);

      }

      else if(ADC_SetPoint_right > ADC_ServoPoti_2){

        //Serial.println ("Right actuator is going backward");

        digitalWrite(SERVO_DIRECTION_PIN_2, 0); //HIGH

        analogWrite(SERVO_PWM_PIN_2, dutyCycle2); 

      }

      }

   delay(50);  // always give a delay 

   }
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Appendix B: Matlab 
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Appendix B1: Input arch 2D 

 



5-10-15 7:56 D:\Documenten\Afstudeer ...\Input_Arch_2D.m 1 of 2

 

ID=1 ;    % structure ID

%% Input parameters for the 2D arch

 

global Radius theta1 theta2 nel NT nS nnel ndof nA nnode sdof nlc width thickness ipt 

el rho area xi w v G

 

Radius=567;                 % radius of the circle in mm

theta1=28;                  % start angle of the arch in degrees      theta needs to 

start at 28 and end at 152 to coincide with lab model

theta2=152;                 % end angle of the arch in degrees

nel=50;                     % number of elements   choose an even number!

NT=nel;                     % number of elements for function

nnel=2;                     % number of nodes per element

ndof=3;                     % number of dofs per node

nnode=(nnel-1)*nel+1;       % total number of nodes in system

sdof=nnode*ndof;            % total system dofs

nlc=1;                      % number of load cases   

width=300;                  % width of the arch in mm

thickness=2;                % thickness in mm

ipt=1;                      % flag for consistent mass matrix

nA=2;                       % number of actuators

nS=4;                       % number of sensors

 

%% Properties

 

%el=2.1e5;%*ones(nel,1);             % elastic modulus steel N/mm2

%el=70000;                           % elastic modulus aluminum

el=3300;                             % elastic modulus plexiglas

%rho=(7850/1e9);%*ones(nel,1);       % density steel

%rho=(2700/1e9);                     % density aluminum

rho=(1190/1e9);                      % density plexiglas GS kg/mm3

area=width*thickness;                % cross sectional area

xi=(1/12)*width*(thickness^3);       % moment of inertia of cross-section

w=(1/6)*width*(thickness^2);         % section modulus

v=0.37;                              % poisson ratio plexiglas

G=1700;                              % shear modulus plexiglas

 

%% Nodal coordinates & Nodal connectivity // Elements

 

[gcoord,nodes] = MeshCylindricalShell2D(Radius,theta1,theta2,NT);

 

% nodal coordinates are saved in gcoord

% nodal connectivity is saved in nodes

% A plot of the arch is also generated 

 

to_elem=[];

 

%% Constraints

 

nbc=6;                  % number of constraints

nae=nel+nbc-sdof;       % degree of static indeterminancy

bcdof(1)=1;             % 1st dof (horizontal displ) node 1 is constrained 

bcdof(2)=2;             % 2nd dof (vertical displ) node 1 is constrained 

bcdof(3)=3;             % 3rd dof (rotation) node 1 is constrained 



5-10-15 7:56 D:\Documenten\Afstudeer ...\Input_Arch_2D.m 2 of 2

bcdof(4)=sdof-2;        % sdof-2 (horizontal displ) last node is constrained 

bcdof(5)=sdof-1;        % sdof-1 (vertical displ last node is constrained

bcdof(6)=sdof;          % last dof (rotation) last node is constrained  

bcval=zeros(1,nbc);     % should be zeros

% alter bcval for rotation of hinges 0.0175 radiaal = 1 graad

 

%% Determine unconstrained dof

 

p=1;

for d=1:sdof

    if any(d == bcdof)

    else

        dof(p)=d;

        p=p+1;

    end

end

 

%% Preallocate system matrices

 

ff=zeros(sdof,nlc);         % system force matrix

kk=zeros(sdof,sdof);        % system stiffness matrix       

mm=zeros(sdof,sdof);        % system mass matrix

index=zeros(nnel*ndof,1);   % index vector

bb=zeros(sdof,nA);          % system input matrix

cq=zeros(nS,sdof);          % system output displacement matrix

cv=zeros(nS,sdof);          % system output rate matrix

 

%% Controlled degrees of freedom

 

%cdof(..,..)=[..];

%ncdof=size(cdof,1);
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Appendix B2: Mesh Cylindrical Shell 2D 

 



5-10-15 7:57 D:\Documenten\Afs...\MeshCylindricalShell.m 1 of 2

function [gcoord,nodes] = MeshCylindricalShell(Radius,theta1,theta2,width,NH,NT)

%  To Mesh a thin cylindrical shell with 4 noded Elements

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Purpose:

%          To Mesh a thin cylindrical shell to use in FEM Analysis

% Variable Description:

% Input :

%           Radius - Radius of the Cylindrical shell

%           theta - Angle of the sector to which Shell needed

%           Width - Height of the Cylindrical shell

%           NH - Number of Elements along Height (Number of Rings)

%           NT - Number of Angular sectors

% Output :

%           coordinates - The nodal coordinates of the mesh

%           -----> coordinates = [node X Y Z]

%           nodes - The nodal connectivity of the elements

%           -----> nodes = [node1 node2......]

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

alpha = 0. ;

color = 'w';

 

nel = NH*NT ;           % Total Number of Elements in the Mesh

nnel = 4 ;              % Number of nodes per Element

% Number of points (nodes) on the Height and Angluar discretization

npH = NH+1 ;

npT = NT+1 ;

nnode = npH*npT ;       % Number of nodes

% Discretizing the width and Angle of the cylinder

nH = linspace(0,width,npH) ;

nT = linspace(theta1,theta2,npT)*pi/180 ;

[H T] = meshgrid(nH,nT) ;

% Convert grid to cylindrical coordintes

XX = -Radius*cos(T);

ZZ = Radius*sin(T)-266.1904;

YY = H ;

 

%mesh(XX,YY,ZZ) ;

% To get the gcoord and nodal connectivity matrix

gcoord = [XX(:) YY(:) ZZ(:)] ; % Coordinates of (X,Y,Z)

NodeNo = 1:nnode ;

nodes = zeros(nel,nnel) ;

% If elements along the Height and Angular discretization are equal

if npH==npT

    NodeNo = reshape(NodeNo,npT,npH);

    nodes(:,1) = reshape(NodeNo(1:npH-1,1:npT-1),nel,1);

    nodes(:,2) = reshape(NodeNo(2:npH,1:npT-1),nel,1);

    nodes(:,3) = reshape(NodeNo(2:npH,2:npT),nel,1);

    nodes(:,4) = reshape(NodeNo(1:npH-1,2:npT),nel,1);

    % If the elements along the axes are different

else%if npH>npT

    NodeNo = reshape(NodeNo,npT,npH);

    nodes(:,1) = reshape(NodeNo(1:npT-1,1:npH-1),nel,1);

    nodes(:,2) = reshape(NodeNo(2:npT,1:npH-1),nel,1);

    nodes(:,3) = reshape(NodeNo(2:npT,2:npH),nel,1);
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    nodes(:,4) = reshape(NodeNo(1:npT-1,2:npH),nel,1);

end

%

% Plotting the Finite Element Mesh

% Initialization of the required matrices

X = zeros(nnel,nel) ;

Y = zeros(nnel,nel) ;

Z = zeros(nnel,nel) ;

% Extract X,Y,Z coordinates for the (iel)-th element

for iel = 1:nel

    X(:,iel) = gcoord(nodes(iel,:),1) ;

    Y(:,iel) = gcoord(nodes(iel,:),2) ;

    Z(:,iel) = gcoord(nodes(iel,:),3) ;      

end

%Figure

fh = figure(1) ;

set(fh2,'name','3D Arch Mesh','numbertitle','off','color','w') ;

fill3(X,Y,Z,'w') ;

title('Undeformed 3D Arch','HandleVisibility','off') ;

axis tight ;

axis on ;

rotate3d;
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%% Transient Analysis

% 2nd Central Difference Method

% NO damping

 

clear all; close all; clc; tic;

 

%% Input Arch

 

Input_Arch_2D;       % Input 2D arch // ID=1

%Input_Arch_3D;      % Input 3D arch // ID=2

 

%% time

 

dt=0.0001;          % time step size

ti=0;               % initial time

tf=10;               % final time

nt=fix((tf-ti)/dt); % number of time steps

 

%% Initialization of acc, vel, displ matrices

 

acc=zeros(sdof,nt);   % initialization of acceleartion matrix

vel=zeros(sdof,nt);   % initialization of velocity matrix

disp=zeros(sdof,nt); % initialization of displ. matrix

 

vel(:,1)=zeros(sdof,1);         % initial zero velocity

disp(:,1)=zeros(sdof,1);        % initial zero displacement

 

 

%% External force

 

ff((size(ff,1)/2-0.5),1)=-20; 

 

 

%% loop for the total number of elements

 

for iel=1:nel                                   % loop for the total number of 

elements

    

    index=feeldof1(iel,nnel,ndof);              % extract system dofs for each element

    

    node1=iel;                                  % starting node number for element 

'iel'

    node2=iel+1;                                % ending node number for element 'iel'

    

    x1=gcoord(node1,1); y1=gcoord(node1,2);                   % x and y coordinate 

values of 'node1'

    x2=gcoord(node2,1); y2=gcoord(node2,2);                   % x and y coordinate 

values of 'node2'

    

    leng=sqrt((x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2);             % length of element 'iel'

    

    if (x2-x1)==0;                              % compute the angle between local and 

global axis

        beta=pi/2;                              

    else
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        beta=atan((y2-y1)/(x2-x1));

    end

    

    [k,m]=feframe2(el,xi,leng,area,rho,beta,1); % compute element stiffness and mass 

matrix

    

    kk=feasmbl1(kk,k,index);                    % assembly into system stiffness 

matrix

    

    mm=feasmbl1(mm,m,index);                    % assembly system mass matrix

end

 

%% Invert Mass Matrix

 

mminv=inv(mm);        % invert the mass matrix

 

%% Damping

 

a=0.01;

b=0.01;

dd=a*mm+b*kk;  

 

%% central difference scheme for time integration

 

for it=1:nt

 

%acc(:,it)=mminv*(ff-dd*vel(:,it)-kk*disp(:,it));

acc(:,it)=mminv*(ff-kk*disp(:,it));

 

  for i=1:nbc

  ibc=bcdof(i);  

  acc(ibc,it)=0;

  end

 

vel(:,it+1)=vel(:,it)+acc(:,it)*dt;

disp(:,it+1)=disp(:,it)+vel(:,it+1)*dt;

 

end

 

acc(:,nt+1)=mminv*(ff-dd*vel(:,it+1)-kk*disp(:,nt+1));         % acc at last time step

 

%% plot of crown deflection in Y direction

figure(1)

time=0:dt:nt*dt;

plot(time,disp(size(ff,1)/2-0.5,:))

xlabel('Time(seconds)')

ylabel('Vertical displacement of arch crown (mm)')

 

figure(2)

plot(time,vel(size(ff,1)/2-0.5,:))

xlabel('Time(seconds)')

ylabel('Vertical velocity of arch crown (mm)')

 

figure(3)

plot(time,acc(size(ff,1)/2-0.5,:))
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xlabel('Time(seconds)')

ylabel('Vertical acceleration of arch crown (mm)')
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Appendix B4: Strain Converter 
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function [meandata1]=strainConverter(meandata)

    % This function converts measured sensor voltages to simulated abaqus

    % strains.

    % The matlab curve fitting toolbox is used to fit the data

    % Meandata1 = 'Abaqus strains'  Meandata = 'Labstrains'

    meandata1(1)= -0.0009026*meandata(1)-0.0005672;

    meandata1(2)= -0.001073*meandata(2)-0.002977;

    meandata1(3)= -0.0009184*meandata(3)+-0.002203;

    meandata1(4)= -0.0009215*meandata(4)-0.00259;

 

end

 

% Do more tests with actuator rotations instead of weights
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% This file reads sensor data, and compares the sensor data to the database.

% meanwhile the sensor data and actuator positions are plotted.

% When the index in the database for the actuator position is found, the

% position is sent to the actuators. 

% the DAQ device is used to acquire sensor data and actuator positions

% the arduino is used to receive setpoints from matlab and control the

% actuators to move to the correct positions

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% Initialization

%%% Start data acquisition

%%% Figures of sensors and actuators

%%% Compare with database

%%% Setpoint actuators to arduino

%%% Return current actuator positions

 

%% Initialization %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

close all; clc;

 

% load database to workspace

%database = dlmread('database.txt');  % file must be in matlab path

database= dlmread('database-final3.txt');

[m,n] = size(database);    % n=6

 

% preallocate matrices for speed

setPoints=zeros(1,2);

setPointsmodified=zeros(1,2);

 

% DAQ start up

daq.getDevices; % explore available hardware

daq.getVendors();% NI

session=daq.createSession('ni'); % create a data acquisition session object from 

national instruments

session.Rate=1000; % change the data acquisition rate. measurements/sec

session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai0', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel for 

sensor

session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai1', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel for 

sensor

session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai2', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel for 

sensor

session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai3', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel for 

sensor

%session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai4', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel 

for left actuator position  

%session.addAnalogInputChannel('Dev1','ai5', 'Voltage'); % add analog input channel 

for right actuator position

 

% ard start up

delete(instrfind); 

p=getserialport;

[m,~] = listdlg('PromptString','Select Your ard 

device:','SelectionMode','single','ListString',p);

com=cell2mat(p(m));

ard=serial(com);

set(ard,'Baudrate',9600);
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set(ard,'Terminator','LF');

% the terminator line feed MUST be included on all communication on the

% matlab side as well as the ard side otherwise a timeout error occurs

% because the terminator is never received

%set(ard,'Terminator','CR');

fopen(ard);

% long pause to make sure ard connection is opened

pause(8);

 

%% Start data acquisition session

session.DurationInSeconds = 0.2;

delimiter = '|';

 

T=200;

 

% empty matrix for results

sensorResults=zeros(T,4);

actuatorResults=zeros(T,2);

indexes=zeros(T,1);

t=0;

while t < T

    t=t+1;

    session.startForeground();

    [data]=session.startForeground();

    % mean sensor data over 0.1s interval

    meandata=mean(data);

    % save sensor data to result matrix

    sensorResults(t,:)=meandata; % convert voltage to strain value

    % convert strains

    [meandata1]=strainConverter(meandata);

    % compute euclidian distances

    dist = pdist2(meandata1, database(:,1:numel(meandata1)), 'euclidean');  

    mindist = min(dist);                                            

    % index of row in database with best match to sensor measurements

    index = find(dist==mindist); 

    indexes(t,1)=index;

    % use distance as measure of accuracy

    fprintf(1,'Match is found at index: %d\n',index);

    fprintf(1,'Accuracy: %d\n', mindist);

    % find setpoints 

    setPoints(1) = database(index,5);

    setPoints(2) = database(index,6);

    % make positive value that ard can handle

    setPoint1=((setPoints(1) + 0.32)*1000); 

    setPoint2=((setPoints(2) + 0.32)*1000);

    % right actuator is the other way around: range from 0-640 must be 640-0

    setPoint22=640-setPoint2;

    % make float without decimals

    setPoint11=sprintf('%0.0f', setPoint1);

    setPoint222=sprintf('%0.0f', setPoint22);

    % print setpoints to the screen

    fprintf(1,'Setpoint1 = %s\n',setPoint11);

    fprintf(1,'Setpoint2 = %s\n',setPoint222);

    % pause so that the ard has time to start up/refresh

     % save actuator data to result matrix
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    actuatorResults(t,1)=setPoint1;

    actuatorResults(t,2)=setPoint22;

    pause(0.5); 

    % turn into a string with delimiter | 

    string = strcat(setPoint11,delimiter,setPoint222);

    % send setpoints to arduino

    fprintf(ard,string); 

    %SentValues = ard.ValuesSent;  %check how many characters are send

        

end

 

%stop everything and delete the listener and serial communication

session.stop;

fclose(ard);

delete(ard);

 

 

%% Create figures that are continuously updated

% current actuator positions

time=1:T;

 

sensorStrains=zeros(size(sensorResults));

sensorStrains(:,1)=(sensorResults(:,1)*1000)+767;   %micrometer/meter

sensorStrains(:,2)=(sensorResults(:,2)*1000)+3231;  %micrometer/meter

sensorStrains(:,3)=(sensorResults(:,3)*1000)+2154;  %micrometer/meter

sensorStrains(:,4)=(sensorResults(:,4)*1000)+3007;  %micrometer/meter

 

figure

ax1 = subplot(2,1,1);

plot(ax1,time,sensorStrains);

title(ax1,'Sensor strains');

xlabel(ax1,'time (seconds)');

ylabel(ax1,'Sensor strains (micrometer/meter)');

legend(ax1,'sensor 1','sensor 2','sensor 3', 'sensor 4');

axis tight ;

axis on ;

 

ax2 = subplot(2,1,2);

plot(ax2,time,actuatorResults);

title(ax2,'Actuator set points');

xlabel(ax2,'time (seconds)')

ylabel(ax2,'Actuator set points (-)');

legend(ax2,'Left actuator','Right actuator');

axis([0 T 0 640]);

axis on ;
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# Import libraries

from abaqus import*

from abaqusConstants import*

from part import *

from material import *

from section import *

from assembly import *

from step import *

from interaction import *

from load import *

from mesh import *

from optimization import *

from job import *

from sketch import *

from visualization import *

from connectorBehavior import *

from odbAccess import*

from sys import*

from textRepr import *

import math

import random

import decimal

import sys, os

import time

import itertools

import fileinput

import string

##############################################################################

# Simulated Annealing Optimization for many loads

##############################################################################

# Plexiglas properties

E = 3300.0 # Young modulus

V = 0.37 # Poisson ratio

DampingA = 0.03 # rayleigh damping property

DampingB = 0.01 # rayleigh damping property

Density = 1.19e-06 # density    # all consistent units

# Geometry properties

Depth=300.0 # mm

Thickness = 2 # mm

# Boundary conditions and loading

Gr=-9.81 # Gravity

Alpha = 0.0 # Left actuator rotation     -0.32 < (radians) < 0.32 

Beta = 0.0 # Right actuator rotation     -0.32 < (radians) < 0.32 

# Simulated Annealing starting parameters

J = 15 #15   # 10 # Temperature phases

K = 10 #50   # 15 # Iterations per temperature phase

T0 = 1.5 # Initial temperature

a2= 0.6 # Fractional reduction every cycle 

#a3 = 0.95                # search range reduction every cycle 

T = T0 # Temperature

-1-
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n =0 # counter

deltaXmax = 0.16 # maximum step size per iteration, in radians

na = 1.0 # number of accepted solutions

BESTMISES = 10000000 # very high starting value of mises stress

x_start = [0.0, 0.0] # Initial Rotation Angles

x_min = -0.32 # minimum actuator angles (rad)

x_max = 0.32 # Maximum actuator angles (rad)

x_i = [0.0,0.0] # 

x_current=[0.0,0.] # current best solution vector

DeltaE_avg = 0.0 # DeltaE_avg

###################### Note for x_optimal ####################################

# once the optimal alpha beta values are found, +0.39*100 is added to these values

# to make them all positive. This is done because the arduino string to int conversion

# can only handle positive numbers. This is then mapped to actuator positions

# in the arduino program. In short -0.39<->0.39 becomes 0<->780 and finally 0<->1023

# mapping takes place in the arduino program

##############################################################################

# empty lists

x_best_list=[] # the first row of the database contains sensor strains 

under gravity load in column 1:4

# column 5&6 contain x_start[0.0 0.0]. So the actuators move 

to 0 when the arch is unloaded

x_all_list=[]

T_list=[]

p_list=[]

Esa_list=[]

Mises_best_list=[] # Optimal values are saved in this list

Mises_all_list=[]

Mises_best_location_list=[]

Mises_all_location_list=[]

sensor_best_list=[]

sensor1_best_list=[]

sensor2_best_list=[]

sensor3_best_list=[]

sensor4_best_list=[]

strainWhileMoving_list=[] # Strains while the actuator is moving from loadcase to optimal

# JournalOptions

session.journalOptions.setValues(replayGeometry=COORDINATE,recoverGeometry=COORDINATE)

# Viewport options

#session.graphicsOptions.setValues(backgroundStyle=SOLID, backgroundColor='#FFFFFF')

#############################################################################

# Define functions

#############################################################################

def getMaxMises(myODB):

# find max von mises location and value given myODB and iteration number

# Save max mises value and location to lists

maxMisesValue=[]

maxMisesElement=[]

maxMises=0

maxElem=0
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stressSet = myODB.steps['static nonlinear'].frames[-1].fieldOutputs['S']

for stressValue in stressSet.values:

if (stressValue.mises > maxMises):

maxMises = stressValue.mises

maxElem = stressValue.elementLabel

maxMisesValue.append(maxMises), maxMisesElement.append(maxElem)

return maxMisesValue, maxMisesElement

# returns a tuple: ([maxMisesValue], [maxMisesElement])

# append returned data to file

def getMaxMisesGravity(myODB):

# find max von mises location and value given myODB and iteration number

# Save max mises value and location to lists

maxMisesValue=[]

maxMisesElement=[]

maxMises=0

maxElem=0

stressSet = myODB.steps['gravity'].frames[-1].fieldOutputs['S']

for stressValue in stressSet.values:

if (stressValue.mises > maxMises):

maxMises = stressValue.mises

maxElem = stressValue.elementLabel

maxMisesValue.append(maxMises), maxMisesElement.append(maxElem)

return maxMisesValue, maxMisesElement

def update_temperature (T,a2):

T=T*a2

return T

def update_stepsize(deltaXmax,a3):

deltaXmax=deltaXmax*a3

return deltaXmax

def getStrains(myODB):

# get logarithmic strains at sensor locations given myODB 

SensorStrains=[]

lastStep = myODB.steps['static nonlinear']

lastFrame = lastStep.frames[-1]

logStrain = lastFrame.fieldOutputs['LE']

for v in logStrain.values:

if v.elementLabel == 315:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

elif v.elementLabel == 369:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

elif v.elementLabel==502: # sensor 3= sensor4

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0]) # sensor 4= sensor 3

elif v.elementLabel == 556:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

for index in range(4):

del SensorStrains[-1]
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return SensorStrains

def getStrainsWhileMoving(myODB):

# returns sensor strains while actuators are moving to optimum position

# output at x=0.05

SensorStrainsWhileMoving=[]

gravityStep = myODB.steps['gravity']

lastStep = myODB.steps['static nonlinear']

lastFrame = lastStep.frames[-1]

stress = lastFrame.fieldOutputs['S']

logStrain = lastFrame.fieldOutputs['LE']

gravityStrain = gravityStep.frames[-1].fieldOutputs['LE']

for frame in lastStep.frames:

strainSet = frame.fieldOutputs['LE']

for strainValue in strainSet.values:

if strainValue.elementLabel == 315:

SensorStrainsWhileMoving.append(strainValue.data[0])

elif strainValue.elementLabel == 369:

SensorStrainsWhileMoving.append(strainValue.data[0])

elif strainValue.elementLabel==502:

SensorStrainsWhileMoving.append(strainValue.data[0])

elif strainValue.elementLabel == 556:

SensorStrainsWhileMoving.append(strainValue.data[0])

for index in xrange(4):

del SensorStrainsWhileMoving[-1]

#SensorStrainsWhileMoving.append(frame.incrementNumber)

return SensorStrainsWhileMoving

def getStrainsGravity(myODB):

SensorStrains=[]

gravityStep = myODB.steps['gravity']

gravityStrain = gravityStep.frames[-1].fieldOutputs['LE']

for v in gravityStrain.values:

if v.elementLabel == 315:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

elif v.elementLabel == 369:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

elif v.elementLabel==502:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

elif v.elementLabel == 556:

SensorStrains.append(v.data[0])

for index in xrange(4):

del SensorStrains[-1]

return SensorStrains

def BCgenerate(x_current,deltaXmax,x_max,x_min):

x_i[0]=x_current[0] + random.uniform(-1,1)*deltaXmax

x_i[1]=x_current[1] + random.uniform(-1,1)*deltaXmax

# clip to upper and lower bounds
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x_i[0] = max(min(x_i[0],x_max),x_min)

x_i[1] = max(min(x_i[1],x_max),x_min)

# boundary conditions don't exceed minimum and maximum   

return x_i

#####################################################################################

# Create the arch

#####################################################################################

myModel = mdb.Model(name='ArchPlexiglas')

# create sketch

mySketch = myModel.ConstrainedSketch(name='__profile__', sheetSize=200.0)

mySketch.Spot(point=(-500.0, 0.0))

mySketch.Spot(point=(500.0, 0.0))

mySketch.Spot(point=(0.0, 300.0))

mySketch.Arc3Points(point1=(-500.0, 0.0),

point2=(500.0, 0.0), point3=(0.0, 300.0))

# create part

myPart = myModel.Part(dimensionality=THREE_D, name='ArchPlexiglas', type=

DEFORMABLE_BODY)

myPart.BaseShellExtrude(depth=Depth, sketch=mySketch)

# create material

myMaterial = myModel.Material(name='plexiglas')

myMaterial.Density(table=((Density, ), ))

myMaterial.Elastic(table=((E, V), ))

myMaterial.Damping(alpha=DampingA, beta=DampingB) # rayleigh

# create section

myModel.HomogeneousShellSection(name='shellSection_Homogeneous', idealization=NO_IDEALIZATION

,

integrationRule=SIMPSON, material='plexiglas', numIntPts=

5, poissonDefinition=DEFAULT, preIntegrate=OFF, temperature=GRADIENT,

thickness=Thickness, thicknessField='', thicknessModulus=None, thicknessType=

UNIFORM, useDensity=OFF)

# create set 1

myPart.Set(faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((484.475727, 27.262544,

200.163319), )), name='Set-1')

# assign section to set 1

myPart.SectionAssignment(region=myPart.sets['Set-1'], offset=0.0,

offsetField='', offsetType=MIDDLE_SURFACE, sectionName='shellSection_Homogeneous',

thicknessAssignment=FROM_SECTION)

# partition edges by parameter

myPart.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=myPart.edges.findAt(((291.547595,

219.245991, 300.0), ), ((-291.547595, 219.245991, 0.0), ), ), parameter=

0.5)

myPart.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=myPart.edges.findAt(((410.675176,

123.790772, 300.0), ), ((-151.262363, 279.438459, 300.0), ), ((-410.675176,

123.790772, 0.0), ), ((151.262363, 279.438459, 0.0), ), ), parameter=0.5)

myPart.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=myPart.edges.findAt(((459.525144, 64.917038,

300.0), ), ((223.441151, 254.087751, 300.0), ), ((-76.326731, 294.836086,
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300.0), ), ((-354.340415, 175.548192, 300.0), ), ((-459.525144, 64.917038,

0.0), ), ((-223.441151, 254.087751, 0.0), ), ((76.326731, 294.836086, 0.0),

), ((354.340415, 175.548192, 0.0), ), ), parameter=0.5)

myPart.PartitionEdgeByParam(edges=myPart.edges.findAt(((480.859315, 33.142323,

300.0), ), ((383.382213, 150.621232, 300.0), ), ((258.083008, 237.817498,

300.0), ), ((114.054683, 288.403275, 300.0), ), ((-38.250607, 298.707548,

300.0), ), ((-187.780045, 267.982532, 300.0), ), ((-323.682259, 198.457947,

300.0), ), ((-436.094804, 95.179203, 300.0), ), ((-480.859315, 33.142323,

0.0), ), ((-383.382213, 150.621232, 0.0), ), ((-258.083008, 237.817498,

0.0), ), ((-114.054683, 288.403275, 0.0), ), ((38.250607, 298.707548, 0.0),

), ((187.780045, 267.982532, 0.0), ), ((323.682259, 198.457947, 0.0), ), ((

436.094804, 95.179203, 0.0), ), ), parameter=0.5)

# partition faces by shortest path

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((484.475727, 27.262544,

200.163319), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(myPart.edges.findAt((490.70954, 16.732802

,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=myPart.InterestingPoint(myPart.edges.findAt((470.460562,

49.209845,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((478.595519, 36.743025,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.vertices.findAt((459.525144, 64.917038, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((459.525144, 64.917038, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((454.496316, 71.777139,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(myPart.edges.findAt((448.065533, 80.245986,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=myPart.InterestingPoint(myPart.edges.findAt((423.62661,

109.699652, 0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((433.366652, 98.442161,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.vertices.findAt((

410.675176, 123.790772, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((410.675176,

123.790772, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((404.76816, 129.911003,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((397.255274, 137.436487,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((369.071818, 163.329966,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((380.239409,

153.486999, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((354.340415,

175.548192, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((354.340415,

175.548192, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((347.662875,

180.817005, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((339.204806, 187.261974,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((307.790479, 209.123342,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))
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myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((320.182092,

200.874283, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((291.547595,

219.245991, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((291.547595,

219.245991, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((284.221229,

223.567363, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((274.972135, 228.814348,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((240.89948, 246.24517,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((254.289273, 239.74036,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.vertices.findAt((

223.441151, 254.087751, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((223.441151,

254.087751, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((215.599471, 257.38293,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((205.727938, 261.336294,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((169.617948, 274.018882,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((183.76188, 269.376879,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.vertices.findAt((

151.262363, 279.438459, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((151.262363,

279.438459, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((143.048307,

281.647379, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((132.73423, 284.235081,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((95.245031, 291.938288,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((109.885324,

289.243692, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((76.326731,

294.836086, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((76.326731,

294.836086, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((67.889997, 295.918491,

200.0), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((57.321363, 297.093364,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=
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myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((19.136218, 299.676795,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((34.006048, 298.978717,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.vertices.findAt((

0.0, 300.0, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((0.0, 300.0, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-8.505645, 299.936162,

100.0), )), point1=myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-19.136218, 299.676795,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-57.321363, 297.093364,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-42.493011,

298.404528, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-76.326731,

294.836086, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-76.326731,

294.836086, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-84.746264,

293.627169, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-95.245031, 291.938288,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-132.73423, 284.235081,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-118.217609,

287.53159, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-151.262363,

279.438459, 0.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-151.262363,

279.438459, 300.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-159.442338,

277.106496, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-205.727938,

261.336294, 0.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-169.617948,

274.018882, 300.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-191.787622,

266.558069, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-223.441151,

254.087751, 0.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-223.441151,

254.087751, 300.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-231.23248,
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250.675243, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-274.972135,

228.814348, 0.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-240.89948, 246.24517,

300.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-261.862202,

235.866216, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-291.547595,

219.245991, 0.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-291.547595,

219.245991, 300.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-298.808288,

214.815128, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-339.204806,

187.261974, 0.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-307.790479,

209.123342, 300.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-327.164185,

196.015413, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-354.340415,

175.548192, 0.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-354.340415,

175.548192, 300.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-360.938131,

170.179733, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-369.071818,

163.329966, 300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-397.255274,

137.436487, 0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-386.503414,

147.73196, 100.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-410.675176,

123.790772, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-410.675176,

123.790772, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-416.489663,

117.582564, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-459.525144,

64.917038, 0.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-459.525144,

64.917038, 300.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-464.450434,

57.982229, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(
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myPart.edges.findAt((-470.460562, 49.209845,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-490.70954, 16.732802,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.PartitionFaceByShortestPath(faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-454.496316,

71.777139, 200.0), )), point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-423.62661, 109.699652,

300.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-448.065533, 80.245986,

0.0), ), MIDDLE))

# partition by datum plane

myPart.DatumPlaneByTwoPoint(point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-38.250607,

298.707548, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-38.250607,

298.707548, 0.0), ))

myPart.DatumPlaneByTwoPoint(point1=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-38.250607,

298.707548, 300.0), ), point2=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-38.250607, 298.707548,

75.0), ), MIDDLE))

myPart.DatumPlaneByTwoPoint(point1=

myPart.InterestingPoint(

myPart.edges.findAt((-38.250607, 298.707548,

75.0), ), MIDDLE), point2=

myPart.vertices.findAt((-38.250607,

298.707548, 0.0), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=

myPart.datums[38], faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-433.366652,

98.442161, 200.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 200.0), ), ((-483.096022,

29.524732, 100.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 200.0), ), ((-380.239409,

153.486999, 200.0), ), ((-438.798399, 91.895846, 100.0), ), ((-351.011343,

178.195276, 200.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 200.0), ), ((-287.892318,

221.420543, 200.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 200.0), ), ((-219.526274,

255.750146, 200.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 200.0), ), ((-109.885324,

289.243692, 200.0), ), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 200.0), ), ((-34.006048,

298.978717, 200.0), ), ((4.253182, 299.984038, 200.0), ), ((42.493011,

298.404528, 200.0), ), ((80.539002, 294.247391, 200.0), ), ((118.217609,

287.53159, 200.0), ), ((155.356956, 278.28776, 200.0), ), ((191.787622,

266.558069, 200.0), ), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 200.0), ), ((261.862202,

235.866216, 200.0), ), ((295.186461, 217.044057, 200.0), ), ((327.164185,

196.015413, 200.0), ), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 200.0), ), ((386.503414,

147.73196, 200.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 200.0), ), ((438.798399,

91.895846, 200.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 200.0), ), ((483.096022,

29.524732, 200.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 200.0), ), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=

myPart.datums[39], faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((-497.984418, 3.745298,

250.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 250.0), ), ((-457.02346, 68.356718,

250.0), ), ((-433.366652, 98.442161, 250.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143,
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250.0), ), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 250.0), ), ((-351.011343, 178.195276,

250.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 250.0), ), ((-287.892318, 221.420543,

250.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 250.0), ), ((-219.526274, 255.750146,

250.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 250.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394,

250.0), ), ((-109.885324, 289.243692, 250.0), ), ((-72.110155, 295.393149,

250.0), ), ((-34.006048, 298.978717, 250.0), ), ((4.253182, 299.984038,

250.0), ), ((42.493011, 298.404528, 250.0), ), ((80.539002, 294.247391,

250.0), ), ((118.217609, 287.53159, 250.0), ), ((155.356956, 278.28776,

250.0), ), ((191.787622, 266.558069, 250.0), ), ((227.343434, 252.396021,

250.0), ), ((261.862202, 235.866216, 250.0), ), ((295.186461, 217.044057,

250.0), ), ((327.164185, 196.015413, 250.0), ), ((357.649532, 172.876191,

250.0), ), ((386.503414, 147.73196, 250.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407,

250.0), ), ((438.798399, 91.895846, 250.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679,

250.0), ), ((483.096022, 29.524732, 250.0), ), ))

myPart.PartitionFaceByDatumPlane(datumPlane=

myPart.datums[40], faces=

myPart.faces.findAt(((497.984418, 3.745298,

50.0), ), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 50.0), ), ((457.02346, 68.356718, 50.0),

), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 50.0), ), ((407.732985, 126.862143, 50.0), ), (

(380.239409, 153.486999, 50.0), ), ((351.011343, 178.195276, 50.0), ), ((

320.182092, 200.874283, 50.0), ), ((287.892318, 221.420543, 50.0), ), ((

254.289273, 239.74036, 50.0), ), ((219.526274, 255.750146, 50.0), ), ((

183.76188, 269.376879, 50.0), ), ((147.159248, 280.558394, 50.0), ), ((

109.885324, 289.243692, 50.0), ), ((72.110155, 295.393149, 50.0), ), ((

34.006048, 298.978717, 50.0), ), ((-4.253182, 299.984038, 50.0), ), ((

-42.493011, 298.404528, 50.0), ), ((-413.594228, 120.697407, 50.0), ), ((

-462.00094, 61.458679, 50.0), ), ((-483.096022, 29.524732, 50.0), ), ((

-386.503414, 147.73196, 50.0), ), ((-357.649532, 172.876191, 50.0), ), ((

-438.798399, 91.895846, 50.0), ), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 50.0), ), ((

-295.186461, 217.044057, 50.0), ), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 50.0), ), ((

-227.343434, 252.396021, 50.0), ), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 50.0), ), ((

-155.356956, 278.28776, 50.0), ), ((-80.539002, 294.247391, 50.0), ), ((

-118.217609, 287.53159, 50.0), ), ))

# define material orientation so that stresses and strains are calculated with correct 

orientation

myPart.flipNormal(regions=Region(

faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((

497.984418, 3.745298, 25.0), (-0.878796, -0.477198, 0.0)), ((478.595519,

36.743025, 25.0), (-0.84458, -0.535429, 0.0)), ((457.02346, 68.356718,

25.0), (-0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 25.0), (

-0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((407.732985, 126.862143, 25.0), (-0.719529,

-0.694463, 0.0)), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 25.0), (-0.671011, -0.741448,

0.0)), ((351.011343, 178.195276, 25.0), (-0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((

320.182092, 200.874283, 25.0), (-0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((287.892318,

221.420543, 25.0), (-0.508045, -0.86133, 0.0)), ((254.289273, 239.74036,

25.0), (-0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((219.526274, 255.750146, 25.0), (

-0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 25.0), (-0.324286,

-0.945959, 0.0)), ((147.159248, 280.558394, 25.0), (-0.259693, -0.965691,

0.0)), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 25.0), (-0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 25.0), (-0.127253, -0.99187, 0.0)), ((34.006048,

298.978717, 25.0), (-0.060011, -0.998198, 0.0)), ((-4.253182, 299.984038,

25.0), (0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 25.0), (

0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-80.539002, 294.247391, 25.0), (0.142128,

-0.989848, 0.0)), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 25.0), (0.208619, -0.977997,

0.0)), ((-155.356956, 278.28776, 25.0), (0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((

-191.787622, 266.558069, 25.0), (0.338449, -0.940985, 0.0)), ((-227.343434,
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252.396021, 25.0), (0.401194, -0.915993, 0.0)), ((-261.862202, 235.866216,

25.0), (0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((-295.186461, 217.044057, 25.0), (

0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 25.0), (0.577349,

-0.816498, 0.0)), ((-357.649532, 172.876191, 25.0), (0.631146, -0.775664,

0.0)), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 25.0), (0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((

-413.594228, 120.697407, 25.0), (0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((-497.984418,

3.745298, 125.0), (0.878796, -0.477198, 0.0)), ((-438.798399, 91.895846,

25.0), (0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 125.0), (

0.84458, -0.535429, 0.0)), ((497.984418, 3.745298, 175.0), (-0.878796,

-0.477198, 0.0)), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 175.0), (-0.84458, -0.535429,

0.0)), ((457.02346, 68.356718, 175.0), (-0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((

433.366652, 98.442161, 175.0), (-0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((407.732985,

126.862143, 175.0), (-0.719529, -0.694463, 0.0)), ((380.239409, 153.486999,

175.0), (-0.671011, -0.741448, 0.0)), ((351.011343, 178.195276, 175.0), (

-0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 175.0), (-0.565027,

-0.825072, 0.0)), ((287.892318, 221.420543, 175.0), (-0.508045, -0.86133,

0.0)), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 175.0), (-0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 175.0), (-0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((183.76188,

269.376879, 175.0), (-0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((147.159248, 280.558394,

175.0), (-0.259693, -0.965691, 0.0)), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 175.0), (

-0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((72.110155, 295.393149, 175.0), (-0.127253,

-0.99187, 0.0)), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 175.0), (-0.060011, -0.998198,

0.0)), ((-4.253182, 299.984038, 175.0), (0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((

-42.493011, 298.404528, 175.0), (0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-80.539002,

294.247391, 175.0), (0.142128, -0.989848, 0.0)), ((-118.217609, 287.53159,

175.0), (0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((-155.356956, 278.28776, 175.0), (

0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 175.0), (0.338449,

-0.940985, 0.0)), ((-227.343434, 252.396021, 175.0), (0.401194, -0.915993,

0.0)), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 175.0), (0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((

-295.186461, 217.044057, 175.0), (0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((

-327.164185, 196.015413, 175.0), (0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((

-357.649532, 172.876191, 175.0), (0.631146, -0.775664, 0.0)), ((

-386.503414, 147.73196, 175.0), (0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((-413.594228,

120.697407, 175.0), (0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((-438.798399, 91.895846,

175.0), (0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((-462.00094, 61.458679, 175.0), (

0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 275.0), (0.878796,

-0.477198, 0.0)), ((483.096022, 29.524732, 125.0), (-0.852522, -0.522691,

0.0)), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 125.0), (-0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 125.0), (-0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((413.594228,

120.697407, 125.0), (-0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((386.503414, 147.73196,

125.0), (-0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((-483.096022, 29.524732, 175.0), (

0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 125.0), (-0.631146,

-0.775664, 0.0)), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 275.0), (0.84458, -0.535429,

0.0)), ((327.164185, 196.015413, 125.0), (-0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((

-457.02346, 68.356718, 275.0), (0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((295.186461,

217.044057, 125.0), (-0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((-433.366652, 98.442161,

275.0), (0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((261.862202, 235.866216, 125.0), (

-0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 275.0), (0.719529,

-0.694463, 0.0)), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 125.0), (-0.401194, -0.915993,

0.0)), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 275.0), (0.671011, -0.741448, 0.0)), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 125.0), (-0.338449, -0.940985, 0.0)), ((

-351.011343, 178.195276, 275.0), (0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((155.356956,

278.28776, 125.0), (-0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((-320.182092, 200.874283,

275.0), (0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((118.217609, 287.53159, 125.0), (

-0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((-287.892318, 221.420543, 275.0), (0.508045,

-0.86133, 0.0)), ((80.539002, 294.247391, 125.0), (-0.142128, -0.989848,

0.0)), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 275.0), (0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((
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42.493011, 298.404528, 125.0), (-0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-219.526274,

255.750146, 275.0), (0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((4.253182, 299.984038,

125.0), (-0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 275.0), (

0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((-34.006048, 298.978717, 125.0), (0.060011,

-0.998198, 0.0)), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 275.0), (0.259693, -0.965691,

0.0)), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 125.0), (0.127253, -0.99187, 0.0)), ((

-109.885324, 289.243692, 275.0), (0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((

-433.366652, 98.442161, 125.0), (0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((-462.00094,

61.458679, 25.0), (0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((-483.096022, 29.524732,

25.0), (0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 125.0), (

0.719529, -0.694463, 0.0)), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 125.0), (0.671011,

-0.741448, 0.0)), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 125.0), (0.806512, -0.591218,

0.0)), ((-351.011343, 178.195276, 125.0), (0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((

-320.182092, 200.874283, 125.0), (0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((

-287.892318, 221.420543, 125.0), (0.508045, -0.86133, 0.0)), ((-254.289273,

239.74036, 125.0), (0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((-219.526274, 255.750146,

125.0), (0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 125.0), (

0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((-109.885324, 289.243692, 125.0), (0.193915,

-0.981018, 0.0)), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 275.0), (0.127253, -0.99187,

0.0)), ((-34.006048, 298.978717, 275.0), (0.060011, -0.998198, 0.0)), ((

4.253182, 299.984038, 275.0), (-0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((42.493011,

298.404528, 275.0), (-0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((80.539002, 294.247391,

275.0), (-0.142128, -0.989848, 0.0)), ((118.217609, 287.53159, 275.0), (

-0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((155.356956, 278.28776, 275.0), (-0.274159,

-0.961684, 0.0)), ((191.787622, 266.558069, 275.0), (-0.338449, -0.940985,

0.0)), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 275.0), (-0.401194, -0.915993, 0.0)), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 275.0), (-0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((295.186461,

217.044057, 275.0), (-0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((327.164185, 196.015413,

275.0), (-0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 275.0), (

-0.631146, -0.775664, 0.0)), ((386.503414, 147.73196, 275.0), (-0.682065,

-0.731292, 0.0)), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 275.0), (-0.729872, -0.683584,

0.0)), ((438.798399, 91.895846, 275.0), (-0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((

462.00094, 61.458679, 275.0), (-0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((483.096022,

29.524732, 275.0), (-0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((-147.159248, 280.558394,

125.0), (0.259693, -0.965691, 0.0)), )))

myPart.MaterialOrientation(

additionalRotationType=ROTATION_NONE, axis=AXIS_3, fieldName='', localCsys=

None, orientationType=GLOBAL, region=Region(

faces=myPart.faces.findAt(((

497.984418, 3.745298, 25.0), (-0.878796, -0.477198, 0.0)), ((478.595519,

36.743025, 25.0), (-0.84458, -0.535429, 0.0)), ((457.02346, 68.356718,

25.0), (-0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 25.0), (

-0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((407.732985, 126.862143, 25.0), (-0.719529,

-0.694463, 0.0)), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 25.0), (-0.671011, -0.741448,

0.0)), ((351.011343, 178.195276, 25.0), (-0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((

320.182092, 200.874283, 25.0), (-0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((287.892318,

221.420543, 25.0), (-0.508045, -0.86133, 0.0)), ((254.289273, 239.74036,

25.0), (-0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((219.526274, 255.750146, 25.0), (

-0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 25.0), (-0.324286,

-0.945959, 0.0)), ((147.159248, 280.558394, 25.0), (-0.259693, -0.965691,

0.0)), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 25.0), (-0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 25.0), (-0.127253, -0.99187, 0.0)), ((34.006048,

298.978717, 25.0), (-0.060011, -0.998198, 0.0)), ((-4.253182, 299.984038,

25.0), (0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 25.0), (

0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-80.539002, 294.247391, 25.0), (0.142128,

-0.989848, 0.0)), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 25.0), (0.208619, -0.977997,

0.0)), ((-155.356956, 278.28776, 25.0), (0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((
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-191.787622, 266.558069, 25.0), (0.338449, -0.940985, 0.0)), ((-227.343434,

252.396021, 25.0), (0.401194, -0.915993, 0.0)), ((-261.862202, 235.866216,

25.0), (0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((-295.186461, 217.044057, 25.0), (

0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 25.0), (0.577349,

-0.816498, 0.0)), ((-357.649532, 172.876191, 25.0), (0.631146, -0.775664,

0.0)), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 25.0), (0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((

-413.594228, 120.697407, 25.0), (0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((-497.984418,

3.745298, 125.0), (0.878796, -0.477198, 0.0)), ((-438.798399, 91.895846,

25.0), (0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 125.0), (

0.84458, -0.535429, 0.0)), ((497.984418, 3.745298, 175.0), (-0.878796,

-0.477198, 0.0)), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 175.0), (-0.84458, -0.535429,

0.0)), ((457.02346, 68.356718, 175.0), (-0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((

433.366652, 98.442161, 175.0), (-0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((407.732985,

126.862143, 175.0), (-0.719529, -0.694463, 0.0)), ((380.239409, 153.486999,

175.0), (-0.671011, -0.741448, 0.0)), ((351.011343, 178.195276, 175.0), (

-0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 175.0), (-0.565027,

-0.825072, 0.0)), ((287.892318, 221.420543, 175.0), (-0.508045, -0.86133,

0.0)), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 175.0), (-0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 175.0), (-0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((183.76188,

269.376879, 175.0), (-0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((147.159248, 280.558394,

175.0), (-0.259693, -0.965691, 0.0)), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 175.0), (

-0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((72.110155, 295.393149, 175.0), (-0.127253,

-0.99187, 0.0)), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 175.0), (-0.060011, -0.998198,

0.0)), ((-4.253182, 299.984038, 175.0), (0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((

-42.493011, 298.404528, 175.0), (0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-80.539002,

294.247391, 175.0), (0.142128, -0.989848, 0.0)), ((-118.217609, 287.53159,

175.0), (0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((-155.356956, 278.28776, 175.0), (

0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 175.0), (0.338449,

-0.940985, 0.0)), ((-227.343434, 252.396021, 175.0), (0.401194, -0.915993,

0.0)), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 175.0), (0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((

-295.186461, 217.044057, 175.0), (0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((

-327.164185, 196.015413, 175.0), (0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((

-357.649532, 172.876191, 175.0), (0.631146, -0.775664, 0.0)), ((

-386.503414, 147.73196, 175.0), (0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((-413.594228,

120.697407, 175.0), (0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((-438.798399, 91.895846,

175.0), (0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((-462.00094, 61.458679, 175.0), (

0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 275.0), (0.878796,

-0.477198, 0.0)), ((483.096022, 29.524732, 125.0), (-0.852522, -0.522691,

0.0)), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 125.0), (-0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 125.0), (-0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((413.594228,

120.697407, 125.0), (-0.729872, -0.683584, 0.0)), ((386.503414, 147.73196,

125.0), (-0.682065, -0.731292, 0.0)), ((-483.096022, 29.524732, 175.0), (

0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 125.0), (-0.631146,

-0.775664, 0.0)), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 275.0), (0.84458, -0.535429,

0.0)), ((327.164185, 196.015413, 125.0), (-0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((

-457.02346, 68.356718, 275.0), (0.806512, -0.591218, 0.0)), ((295.186461,

217.044057, 125.0), (-0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((-433.366652, 98.442161,

275.0), (0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((261.862202, 235.866216, 125.0), (

-0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 275.0), (0.719529,

-0.694463, 0.0)), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 125.0), (-0.401194, -0.915993,

0.0)), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 275.0), (0.671011, -0.741448, 0.0)), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 125.0), (-0.338449, -0.940985, 0.0)), ((

-351.011343, 178.195276, 275.0), (0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((155.356956,

278.28776, 125.0), (-0.274159, -0.961684, 0.0)), ((-320.182092, 200.874283,

275.0), (0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((118.217609, 287.53159, 125.0), (

-0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((-287.892318, 221.420543, 275.0), (0.508045,

-0.86133, 0.0)), ((80.539002, 294.247391, 125.0), (-0.142128, -0.989848,
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0.0)), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 275.0), (0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((

42.493011, 298.404528, 125.0), (-0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((-219.526274,

255.750146, 275.0), (0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((4.253182, 299.984038,

125.0), (-0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 275.0), (

0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((-34.006048, 298.978717, 125.0), (0.060011,

-0.998198, 0.0)), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 275.0), (0.259693, -0.965691,

0.0)), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 125.0), (0.127253, -0.99187, 0.0)), ((

-109.885324, 289.243692, 275.0), (0.193915, -0.981018, 0.0)), ((

-433.366652, 98.442161, 125.0), (0.764765, -0.64431, 0.0)), ((-462.00094,

61.458679, 25.0), (0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((-483.096022, 29.524732,

25.0), (0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 125.0), (

0.719529, -0.694463, 0.0)), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 125.0), (0.671011,

-0.741448, 0.0)), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 125.0), (0.806512, -0.591218,

0.0)), ((-351.011343, 178.195276, 125.0), (0.619432, -0.78505, 0.0)), ((

-320.182092, 200.874283, 125.0), (0.565027, -0.825072, 0.0)), ((

-287.892318, 221.420543, 125.0), (0.508045, -0.86133, 0.0)), ((-254.289273,

239.74036, 125.0), (0.448746, -0.893659, 0.0)), ((-219.526274, 255.750146,

125.0), (0.387399, -0.921912, 0.0)), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 125.0), (

0.324286, -0.945959, 0.0)), ((-109.885324, 289.243692, 125.0), (0.193915,

-0.981018, 0.0)), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 275.0), (0.127253, -0.99187,

0.0)), ((-34.006048, 298.978717, 275.0), (0.060011, -0.998198, 0.0)), ((

4.253182, 299.984038, 275.0), (-0.007506, -0.999972, 0.0)), ((42.493011,

298.404528, 275.0), (-0.074988, -0.997184, 0.0)), ((80.539002, 294.247391,

275.0), (-0.142128, -0.989848, 0.0)), ((118.217609, 287.53159, 275.0), (

-0.208619, -0.977997, 0.0)), ((155.356956, 278.28776, 275.0), (-0.274159,

-0.961684, 0.0)), ((191.787622, 266.558069, 275.0), (-0.338449, -0.940985,

0.0)), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 275.0), (-0.401194, -0.915993, 0.0)), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 275.0), (-0.46211, -0.886823, 0.0)), ((295.186461,

217.044057, 275.0), (-0.520917, -0.853607, 0.0)), ((327.164185, 196.015413,

275.0), (-0.577349, -0.816498, 0.0)), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 275.0), (

-0.631146, -0.775664, 0.0)), ((386.503414, 147.73196, 275.0), (-0.682065,

-0.731292, 0.0)), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 275.0), (-0.729872, -0.683584,

0.0)), ((438.798399, 91.895846, 275.0), (-0.77435, -0.632757, 0.0)), ((

462.00094, 61.458679, 275.0), (-0.815296, -0.579045, 0.0)), ((483.096022,

29.524732, 275.0), (-0.852522, -0.522691, 0.0)), ((-147.159248, 280.558394,

125.0), (0.259693, -0.965691, 0.0)), )))

# create instance

myAssembly = myModel.rootAssembly

myAssembly.DatumCsysByDefault(CARTESIAN)

ArchInstance = myAssembly.Instance(dependent=OFF, name='ArchPlexiglas',

part=myPart)

# create gravity step

myModel.StaticStep(maxNumInc=400, minInc=1e-09, name=

'gravity', nlgeom=ON, previous='Initial')

# field output for gravity step

myModel.FieldOutputRequest(createStepName='gravity', name='F-Output-Gravity',

variables=('S', 'E', 'EE', 'LE', 'SE', 'U', 'RF', 'CF', 'SF'))

# create non linear static step

myModel.StaticStep(maxNumInc=400, minInc=1e-09, name='static nonlinear',

nlgeom=ON, previous='gravity')

# field output requests time interval every 0.1

myModel.FieldOutputRequest(createStepName='static nonlinear', name='F-Output-Load',
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timeInterval=0.1, variables=('S', 'E', 'EE', 'LE', 'SE', 'U', 'RF', 'CF', 'SF'))

# create set for left boundary condition

myAssembly.Set(edges=

ArchInstance.edges.findAt(((-500.0, 0.0, 93.75), ), ((-500.0, 0.0, 243.75), ), ((-500.0,

0.0,

168.75), ), ((-500.0, 0.0, 18.75), ), ), name='Boundary-left')

# create set for right boundary condition

myAssembly.Set(edges=

ArchInstance.edges.findAt(

((500.0, 0.0, 18.75), ), ((500.0, 0.0, 168.75), ), ((500.0, 0.0, 93.75), ),

((500.0, 0.0, 243.75), ), ), name='Boundary-right')

# Create Gravity load

myModel.Gravity(comp2=float(Gr), createStepName='gravity', # Gravity defined in top of file

distributionType=UNIFORM, field='', name='Gravity')

# seed part instance

myAssembly.seedPartInstance(deviationFactor=0.1,

minSizeFactor=0.1, regions=(

ArchInstance, ), size=7.5)

myAssembly.seedEdgeByNumber(constraint=FINER, edges=

ArchInstance.edges.findAt(((

495.425418, 8.405626, 75.0), ), ((480.859315, 33.142323, 18.75), ), ((

485.85371, 24.979151, 0.0), ), ((500.0, 0.0, 18.75), ), ((475.727778,

41.219989, 75.0), ), ((459.525144, 64.917038, 18.75), ), ((465.059171,

57.109612, 0.0), ), ((453.860059, 72.629896, 75.0), ), ((436.094804,

95.179203, 18.75), ), ((442.143219, 87.763136, 0.0), ), ((429.922014,

102.49207, 75.0), ), ((410.675176, 123.790772, 18.75), ), ((417.210388,

116.799895, 0.0), ), ((404.022839, 130.67029, 75.0), ), ((383.382213,

150.621232, 18.75), ), ((390.374411, 144.087433, 0.0), ), ((376.280673,

157.036019, 75.0), ), ((354.340415, 175.548192, 18.75), ), ((361.757703,

169.501277, 0.0), ), ((346.822068, 181.468987, 75.0), ), ((323.682259,

198.457947, 18.75), ), ((331.490803, 192.925499, 0.0), ), ((315.781399,

203.857742, 75.0), ), ((291.547595, 219.245991, 18.75), ), ((299.711776,

214.253246, 0.0), ), ((283.300264, 224.100153, 75.0), ), ((258.083008,

237.817498, 18.75), ), ((266.565584, 233.387231, 0.0), ), ((249.526827,

242.103885, 75.0), ), ((223.441151, 254.087751, 18.75), ), ((232.203428,

250.240171, 0.0), ), ((214.615149, 257.78681, 75.0), ), ((187.780045,

267.982532, 18.75), ), ((196.782053, 264.735191, 0.0), ), ((178.724483,

271.07739, 75.0), ), ((151.262363, 279.438459, 18.75), ), ((160.463038,

276.80617, 0.0), ), ((142.018548, 281.914998, 75.0), ), ((114.054683,

288.403275, 18.75), ), ((123.412055, 286.398046, 0.0), ), ((104.664782,

290.250198, 75.0), ), ((76.326731, 294.836086, 18.75), ), ((85.798116,

293.467062, 0.0), ), ((66.833578, 296.044968, 75.0), ), ((38.250607,

298.707548, 18.75), ), ((47.792801, 297.980975, 0.0), ), ((28.697505,

299.272875, 75.0), ), ((0.0, 300.0, 18.75), ), ((9.569474, 299.919193,

0.0), ), ((-9.569474, 299.919193, 75.0), ), ((-38.250607, 298.707548,

18.75), ), ((-28.697505, 299.272875, 0.0), ), ((-47.792801, 297.980975,

75.0), ), ((-76.326731, 294.836086, 18.75), ), ((-66.833578, 296.044968,

0.0), ), ((-85.798116, 293.467062, 75.0), ), ((-114.054683, 288.403275,

18.75), ), ((-104.664782, 290.250198, 0.0), ), ((-123.412055, 286.398046,

75.0), ), ((-151.262363, 279.438459, 56.25), ), ((-142.018548, 281.914998,

0.0), ), ((-160.463038, 276.80617, 75.0), ), ((-187.780045, 267.982532,

56.25), ), ((-178.724483, 271.07739, 0.0), ), ((-196.782053, 264.735191,
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75.0), ), ((-223.441151, 254.087751, 56.25), ), ((-214.615149, 257.78681,

0.0), ), ((-232.203428, 250.240171, 75.0), ), ((-258.083008, 237.817498,

56.25), ), ((-249.526827, 242.103885, 0.0), ), ((-266.565584, 233.387231,

75.0), ), ((-291.547595, 219.245991, 56.25), ), ((-283.300264, 224.100153,

0.0), ), ((-299.711776, 214.253246, 75.0), ), ((-323.682259, 198.457947,

56.25), ), ((-315.781399, 203.857742, 0.0), ), ((-331.490803, 192.925499,

75.0), ), ((-354.340415, 175.548192, 56.25), ), ((-346.822068, 181.468987,

0.0), ), ((-361.757703, 169.501277, 75.0), ), ((-383.382213, 150.621232,

18.75), ), ((-376.280673, 157.036019, 0.0), ), ((-390.374411, 144.087433,

75.0), ), ((-410.675176, 123.790772, 18.75), ), ((-404.022839, 130.67029,

0.0), ), ((-417.210388, 116.799895, 75.0), ), ((-436.094804, 95.179203,

18.75), ), ((-429.922014, 102.49207, 0.0), ), ((-485.85371, 24.979151,

75.0), ), ((-480.859315, 33.142323, 93.75), ), ((-485.85371, 24.979151,

150.0), ), ((-500.0, 0.0, 93.75), ), ((-442.143219, 87.763136, 75.0), ), ((

-459.525144, 64.917038, 56.25), ), ((-453.860059, 72.629896, 0.0), ), ((

-465.059171, 57.109612, 75.0), ), ((-459.525144, 64.917038, 131.25), ), ((

-465.059171, 57.109612, 150.0), ), ((495.425418, 8.405626, 225.0), ), ((

480.859315, 33.142323, 168.75), ), ((495.425418, 8.405626, 150.0), ), ((

500.0, 0.0, 168.75), ), ((475.727778, 41.219989, 225.0), ), ((459.525144,

64.917038, 168.75), ), ((475.727778, 41.219989, 150.0), ), ((453.860059,

72.629896, 225.0), ), ((436.094804, 95.179203, 168.75), ), ((453.860059,

72.629896, 150.0), ), ((429.922014, 102.49207, 225.0), ), ((410.675176,

123.790772, 168.75), ), ((429.922014, 102.49207, 150.0), ), ((404.022839,

130.67029, 225.0), ), ((383.382213, 150.621232, 168.75), ), ((404.022839,

130.67029, 150.0), ), ((376.280673, 157.036019, 225.0), ), ((354.340415,

175.548192, 168.75), ), ((376.280673, 157.036019, 150.0), ), ((346.822068,

181.468987, 225.0), ), ((323.682259, 198.457947, 168.75), ), ((346.822068,

181.468987, 150.0), ), ((315.781399, 203.857742, 225.0), ), ((291.547595,

219.245991, 168.75), ), ((315.781399, 203.857742, 150.0), ), ((283.300264,

224.100153, 225.0), ), ((258.083008, 237.817498, 168.75), ), ((283.300264,

224.100153, 150.0), ), ((249.526827, 242.103885, 225.0), ), ((223.441151,

254.087751, 168.75), ), ((249.526827, 242.103885, 150.0), ), ((214.615149,

257.78681, 225.0), ), ((187.780045, 267.982532, 168.75), ), ((214.615149,

257.78681, 150.0), ), ((178.724483, 271.07739, 225.0), ), ((151.262363,

279.438459, 168.75), ), ((178.724483, 271.07739, 150.0), ), ((142.018548,

281.914998, 225.0), ), ((114.054683, 288.403275, 168.75), ), ((142.018548,

281.914998, 150.0), ), ((104.664782, 290.250198, 225.0), ), ((76.326731,

294.836086, 168.75), ), ((104.664782, 290.250198, 150.0), ), ((66.833578,

296.044968, 225.0), ), ((38.250607, 298.707548, 168.75), ), ((66.833578,

296.044968, 150.0), ), ((28.697505, 299.272875, 225.0), ), ((0.0, 300.0,

168.75), ), ((28.697505, 299.272875, 150.0), ), ((-9.569474, 299.919193,

225.0), ), ((-38.250607, 298.707548, 168.75), ), ((-9.569474, 299.919193,

150.0), ), ((-47.792801, 297.980975, 225.0), ), ((-76.326731, 294.836086,

168.75), ), ((-47.792801, 297.980975, 150.0), ), ((-85.798116, 293.467062,

225.0), ), ((-114.054683, 288.403275, 168.75), ), ((-85.798116, 293.467062,

150.0), ), ((-123.412055, 286.398046, 225.0), ), ((-151.262363, 279.438459,

206.25), ), ((-123.412055, 286.398046, 150.0), ), ((-160.463038, 276.80617,

225.0), ), ((-187.780045, 267.982532, 206.25), ), ((-160.463038, 276.80617,

150.0), ), ((-196.782053, 264.735191, 225.0), ), ((-223.441151, 254.087751,

206.25), ), ((-196.782053, 264.735191, 150.0), ), ((-232.203428,

250.240171, 225.0), ), ((-258.083008, 237.817498, 206.25), ), ((

-232.203428, 250.240171, 150.0), ), ((-266.565584, 233.387231, 225.0), ), (

(-291.547595, 219.245991, 206.25), ), ((-266.565584, 233.387231, 150.0), ),

((-299.711776, 214.253246, 225.0), ), ((-323.682259, 198.457947, 206.25),

), ((-299.711776, 214.253246, 150.0), ), ((-331.490803, 192.925499, 225.0),

), ((-354.340415, 175.548192, 206.25), ), ((-331.490803, 192.925499,

150.0), ), ((-361.757703, 169.501277, 225.0), ), ((-383.382213, 150.621232,
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168.75), ), ((-361.757703, 169.501277, 150.0), ), ((-390.374411,

144.087433, 225.0), ), ((-410.675176, 123.790772, 168.75), ), ((

-390.374411, 144.087433, 150.0), ), ((-417.210388, 116.799895, 225.0), ), (

(-436.094804, 95.179203, 168.75), ), ((-417.210388, 116.799895, 150.0), ),

((-442.143219, 87.763136, 225.0), ), ((-459.525144, 64.917038, 206.25), ),

((-442.143219, 87.763136, 150.0), ), ((-465.059171, 57.109612, 225.0), ), (

(-480.859315, 33.142323, 168.75), ), ((-485.85371, 24.979151, 225.0), ), ((

-480.859315, 33.142323, 243.75), ), ((-485.85371, 24.979151, 300.0), ), ((

-500.0, 0.0, 243.75), ), ((500.0, 0.0, 93.75), ), ((480.859315, 33.142323,

93.75), ), ((459.525144, 64.917038, 93.75), ), ((436.094804, 95.179203,

93.75), ), ((410.675176, 123.790772, 93.75), ), ((383.382213, 150.621232,

93.75), ), ((-500.0, 0.0, 168.75), ), ((354.340415, 175.548192, 93.75), ),

((-459.525144, 64.917038, 281.25), ), ((-465.059171, 57.109612, 300.0), ),

((323.682259, 198.457947, 93.75), ), ((-436.094804, 95.179203, 243.75), ),

((-442.143219, 87.763136, 300.0), ), ((291.547595, 219.245991, 93.75), ), (

(-410.675176, 123.790772, 243.75), ), ((-417.210388, 116.799895, 300.0), ),

((258.083008, 237.817498, 93.75), ), ((-383.382213, 150.621232, 243.75), ),

((-390.374411, 144.087433, 300.0), ), ((223.441151, 254.087751, 93.75), ),

((-354.340415, 175.548192, 281.25), ), ((-361.757703, 169.501277, 300.0),

), ((187.780045, 267.982532, 93.75), ), ((-323.682259, 198.457947, 281.25),

), ((-331.490803, 192.925499, 300.0), ), ((151.262363, 279.438459, 93.75),

), ((-291.547595, 219.245991, 281.25), ), ((-299.711776, 214.253246,

300.0), ), ((114.054683, 288.403275, 93.75), ), ((-258.083008, 237.817498,

281.25), ), ((-266.565584, 233.387231, 300.0), ), ((76.326731, 294.836086,

93.75), ), ((-223.441151, 254.087751, 281.25), ), ((-232.203428,

250.240171, 300.0), ), ((38.250607, 298.707548, 93.75), ), ((-187.780045,

267.982532, 281.25), ), ((-196.782053, 264.735191, 300.0), ), ((0.0, 300.0,

93.75), ), ((-151.262363, 279.438459, 281.25), ), ((-160.463038, 276.80617,

300.0), ), ((-38.250607, 298.707548, 93.75), ), ((-114.054683, 288.403275,

243.75), ), ((-123.412055, 286.398046, 300.0), ), ((-76.326731, 294.836086,

93.75), ), ((-76.326731, 294.836086, 243.75), ), ((-85.798116, 293.467062,

300.0), ), ((-410.675176, 123.790772, 93.75), ), ((-436.094804, 95.179203,

93.75), ), ((-480.859315, 33.142323, 18.75), ), ((-475.727778, 41.219989,

0.0), ), ((-500.0, 0.0, 18.75), ), ((-495.425418, 8.405626, 0.0), ), ((

-383.382213, 150.621232, 93.75), ), ((-354.340415, 175.548192, 131.25), ),

((-323.682259, 198.457947, 131.25), ), ((-291.547595, 219.245991, 131.25),

), ((-258.083008, 237.817498, 131.25), ), ((-223.441151, 254.087751,

131.25), ), ((-187.780045, 267.982532, 131.25), ), )+\

ArchInstance.edges.findAt(((

-151.262363, 279.438459, 131.25), ), ((-114.054683, 288.403275, 93.75), ),

((-38.250607, 298.707548, 243.75), ), ((-47.792801, 297.980975, 300.0), ),

((0.0, 300.0, 243.75), ), ((-9.569474, 299.919193, 300.0), ), ((38.250607,

298.707548, 243.75), ), ((28.697505, 299.272875, 300.0), ), ((76.326731,

294.836086, 243.75), ), ((66.833578, 296.044968, 300.0), ), ((114.054683,

288.403275, 243.75), ), ((104.664782, 290.250198, 300.0), ), ((151.262363,

279.438459, 243.75), ), ((142.018548, 281.914998, 300.0), ), ((187.780045,

267.982532, 243.75), ), ((178.724483, 271.07739, 300.0), ), ((223.441151,

254.087751, 243.75), ), ((214.615149, 257.78681, 300.0), ), ((258.083008,

237.817498, 243.75), ), ((249.526827, 242.103885, 300.0), ), ((291.547595,

219.245991, 243.75), ), ((283.300264, 224.100153, 300.0), ), ((323.682259,

198.457947, 243.75), ), ((315.781399, 203.857742, 300.0), ), ((354.340415,

175.548192, 243.75), ), ((346.822068, 181.468987, 300.0), ), ((383.382213,

150.621232, 243.75), ), ((376.280673, 157.036019, 300.0), ), ((410.675176,

123.790772, 243.75), ), ((404.022839, 130.67029, 300.0), ), ((436.094804,

95.179203, 243.75), ), ((429.922014, 102.49207, 300.0), ), ((459.525144,

64.917038, 243.75), ), ((453.860059, 72.629896, 300.0), ), ((480.859315,

33.142323, 243.75), ), ((475.727778, 41.219989, 300.0), ), ((500.0, 0.0,
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243.75), ), ((495.425418, 8.405626, 300.0), ), ), number=3)

# set mesh controls

myAssembly.setMeshControls(elemShape=QUAD, regions=

ArchInstance.faces.findAt(((

497.984418, 3.745298, 25.0), ), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 25.0), ), ((

457.02346, 68.356718, 25.0), ), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 25.0), ), ((

407.732985, 126.862143, 25.0), ), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 25.0), ), ((

351.011343, 178.195276, 25.0), ), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 25.0), ), ((

287.892318, 221.420543, 25.0), ), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 25.0), ), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 25.0), ), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 25.0), ), ((

147.159248, 280.558394, 25.0), ), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 25.0), ), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 25.0), ), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 25.0), ), ((

-4.253182, 299.984038, 25.0), ), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 25.0), ), ((

-80.539002, 294.247391, 25.0), ), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 25.0), ), ((

-155.356956, 278.28776, 25.0), ), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 25.0), ), ((

-227.343434, 252.396021, 25.0), ), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 25.0), ), ((

-295.186461, 217.044057, 25.0), ), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 25.0), ), ((

-357.649532, 172.876191, 25.0), ), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 25.0), ), ((

-413.594228, 120.697407, 25.0), ), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 125.0), ), ((

-438.798399, 91.895846, 25.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 125.0), ), ((

497.984418, 3.745298, 175.0), ), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 175.0), ), ((

457.02346, 68.356718, 175.0), ), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 175.0), ), ((

407.732985, 126.862143, 175.0), ), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 175.0), ), ((

351.011343, 178.195276, 175.0), ), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 175.0), ), ((

287.892318, 221.420543, 175.0), ), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 175.0), ), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 175.0), ), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 175.0), ), ((

147.159248, 280.558394, 175.0), ), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 175.0), ), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 175.0), ), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 175.0), ), ((

-4.253182, 299.984038, 175.0), ), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 175.0), ), ((

-80.539002, 294.247391, 175.0), ), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 175.0), ), ((

-155.356956, 278.28776, 175.0), ), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 175.0), ), ((

-227.343434, 252.396021, 175.0), ), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 175.0), ), (

(-295.186461, 217.044057, 175.0), ), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 175.0), ),

((-357.649532, 172.876191, 175.0), ), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 175.0), ),

((-413.594228, 120.697407, 175.0), ), ((-438.798399, 91.895846, 175.0), ),

((-462.00094, 61.458679, 175.0), ), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 275.0), ), ((

483.096022, 29.524732, 125.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 125.0), ), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 125.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 125.0), ), ((

386.503414, 147.73196, 125.0), ), ((-483.096022, 29.524732, 175.0), ), ((

357.649532, 172.876191, 125.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 275.0), ), ((

327.164185, 196.015413, 125.0), ), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 275.0), ), ((

295.186461, 217.044057, 125.0), ), ((-433.366652, 98.442161, 275.0), ), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 125.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 275.0), ), ((

227.343434, 252.396021, 125.0), ), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 275.0), ), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 125.0), ), ((-351.011343, 178.195276, 275.0), ), ((

155.356956, 278.28776, 125.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 275.0), ), ((

118.217609, 287.53159, 125.0), ), ((-287.892318, 221.420543, 275.0), ), ((

80.539002, 294.247391, 125.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 275.0), ), ((

42.493011, 298.404528, 125.0), ), ((-219.526274, 255.750146, 275.0), ), ((

4.253182, 299.984038, 125.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 275.0), ), ((

-34.006048, 298.978717, 125.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 275.0), ), ((

-72.110155, 295.393149, 125.0), ), ((-109.885324, 289.243692, 275.0), ), ((

-433.366652, 98.442161, 125.0), ), ((-462.00094, 61.458679, 25.0), ), ((

-483.096022, 29.524732, 25.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 125.0), ), ((

-380.239409, 153.486999, 125.0), ), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 125.0), ), ((

-351.011343, 178.195276, 125.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 125.0), ), (
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(-287.892318, 221.420543, 125.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 125.0), ), (

(-219.526274, 255.750146, 125.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 125.0), ), (

(-109.885324, 289.243692, 125.0), ), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 275.0), ), (

(-34.006048, 298.978717, 275.0), ), ((4.253182, 299.984038, 275.0), ), ((

42.493011, 298.404528, 275.0), ), ((80.539002, 294.247391, 275.0), ), ((

118.217609, 287.53159, 275.0), ), ((155.356956, 278.28776, 275.0), ), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 275.0), ), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 275.0), ), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 275.0), ), ((295.186461, 217.044057, 275.0), ), ((

327.164185, 196.015413, 275.0), ), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 275.0), ), ((

386.503414, 147.73196, 275.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 275.0), ), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 275.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 275.0), ), ((

483.096022, 29.524732, 275.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 125.0), ), ),

technique=STRUCTURED)

# set element type S4R

myAssembly.setElementType(elemTypes=(ElemType(

elemCode=S4R, elemLibrary=STANDARD, secondOrderAccuracy=OFF,

hourglassControl=DEFAULT), ElemType(elemCode=S3, elemLibrary=STANDARD)),

regions=(

ArchInstance.faces.findAt(((

497.984418, 3.745298, 25.0), ), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 25.0), ), ((

457.02346, 68.356718, 25.0), ), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 25.0), ), ((

407.732985, 126.862143, 25.0), ), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 25.0), ), ((

351.011343, 178.195276, 25.0), ), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 25.0), ), ((

287.892318, 221.420543, 25.0), ), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 25.0), ), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 25.0), ), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 25.0), ), ((

147.159248, 280.558394, 25.0), ), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 25.0), ), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 25.0), ), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 25.0), ), ((

-4.253182, 299.984038, 25.0), ), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 25.0), ), ((

-80.539002, 294.247391, 25.0), ), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 25.0), ), ((

-155.356956, 278.28776, 25.0), ), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 25.0), ), ((

-227.343434, 252.396021, 25.0), ), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 25.0), ), ((

-295.186461, 217.044057, 25.0), ), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 25.0), ), ((

-357.649532, 172.876191, 25.0), ), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 25.0), ), ((

-413.594228, 120.697407, 25.0), ), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 125.0), ), ((

-438.798399, 91.895846, 25.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 125.0), ), ((

497.984418, 3.745298, 175.0), ), ((478.595519, 36.743025, 175.0), ), ((

457.02346, 68.356718, 175.0), ), ((433.366652, 98.442161, 175.0), ), ((

407.732985, 126.862143, 175.0), ), ((380.239409, 153.486999, 175.0), ), ((

351.011343, 178.195276, 175.0), ), ((320.182092, 200.874283, 175.0), ), ((

287.892318, 221.420543, 175.0), ), ((254.289273, 239.74036, 175.0), ), ((

219.526274, 255.750146, 175.0), ), ((183.76188, 269.376879, 175.0), ), ((

147.159248, 280.558394, 175.0), ), ((109.885324, 289.243692, 175.0), ), ((

72.110155, 295.393149, 175.0), ), ((34.006048, 298.978717, 175.0), ), ((

-4.253182, 299.984038, 175.0), ), ((-42.493011, 298.404528, 175.0), ), ((

-80.539002, 294.247391, 175.0), ), ((-118.217609, 287.53159, 175.0), ), ((

-155.356956, 278.28776, 175.0), ), ((-191.787622, 266.558069, 175.0), ), ((

-227.343434, 252.396021, 175.0), ), ((-261.862202, 235.866216, 175.0), ), (

(-295.186461, 217.044057, 175.0), ), ((-327.164185, 196.015413, 175.0), ),

((-357.649532, 172.876191, 175.0), ), ((-386.503414, 147.73196, 175.0), ),

((-413.594228, 120.697407, 175.0), ), ((-438.798399, 91.895846, 175.0), ),

((-462.00094, 61.458679, 175.0), ), ((-497.984418, 3.745298, 275.0), ), ((

483.096022, 29.524732, 125.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 125.0), ), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 125.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 125.0), ), ((

386.503414, 147.73196, 125.0), ), ((-483.096022, 29.524732, 175.0), ), ((

357.649532, 172.876191, 125.0), ), ((-478.595519, 36.743025, 275.0), ), ((
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327.164185, 196.015413, 125.0), ), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 275.0), ), ((

295.186461, 217.044057, 125.0), ), ((-433.366652, 98.442161, 275.0), ), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 125.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 275.0), ), ((

227.343434, 252.396021, 125.0), ), ((-380.239409, 153.486999, 275.0), ), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 125.0), ), ((-351.011343, 178.195276, 275.0), ), ((

155.356956, 278.28776, 125.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 275.0), ), ((

118.217609, 287.53159, 125.0), ), ((-287.892318, 221.420543, 275.0), ), ((

80.539002, 294.247391, 125.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 275.0), ), ((

42.493011, 298.404528, 125.0), ), ((-219.526274, 255.750146, 275.0), ), ((

4.253182, 299.984038, 125.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 275.0), ), ((

-34.006048, 298.978717, 125.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 275.0), ), ((

-72.110155, 295.393149, 125.0), ), ((-109.885324, 289.243692, 275.0), ), ((

-433.366652, 98.442161, 125.0), ), ((-462.00094, 61.458679, 25.0), ), ((

-483.096022, 29.524732, 25.0), ), ((-407.732985, 126.862143, 125.0), ), ((

-380.239409, 153.486999, 125.0), ), ((-457.02346, 68.356718, 125.0), ), ((

-351.011343, 178.195276, 125.0), ), ((-320.182092, 200.874283, 125.0), ), (

(-287.892318, 221.420543, 125.0), ), ((-254.289273, 239.74036, 125.0), ), (

(-219.526274, 255.750146, 125.0), ), ((-183.76188, 269.376879, 125.0), ), (

(-109.885324, 289.243692, 125.0), ), ((-72.110155, 295.393149, 275.0), ), (

(-34.006048, 298.978717, 275.0), ), ((4.253182, 299.984038, 275.0), ), ((

42.493011, 298.404528, 275.0), ), ((80.539002, 294.247391, 275.0), ), ((

118.217609, 287.53159, 275.0), ), ((155.356956, 278.28776, 275.0), ), ((

191.787622, 266.558069, 275.0), ), ((227.343434, 252.396021, 275.0), ), ((

261.862202, 235.866216, 275.0), ), ((295.186461, 217.044057, 275.0), ), ((

327.164185, 196.015413, 275.0), ), ((357.649532, 172.876191, 275.0), ), ((

386.503414, 147.73196, 275.0), ), ((413.594228, 120.697407, 275.0), ), ((

438.798399, 91.895846, 275.0), ), ((462.00094, 61.458679, 275.0), ), ((

483.096022, 29.524732, 275.0), ), ((-147.159248, 280.558394, 125.0), ), ),

))

# generate mesh

myAssembly.generateMesh(regions=(ArchInstance, ))

################################################################################

######################   Initial calculation, gravity load  ####################

################################################################################

initialrun = 1

if initialrun == 1:

# left boundary condition. UR3 = alpha

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-left', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-left'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_start[0]))

# right boundary condition. UR3 = beta

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-right', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-right'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_start[1]))

# create job

myJob=mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,

memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='ArchPlexiglas', modelPrint=OFF,
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multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+'initial',

nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None, scratch='',

type=ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

# submit job

myJob.submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)

# wait for completion

myJob.waitForCompletion()

# Open the odb

try:

ODBname='\ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+'initial'

path='D:\Documenten\school\Abacus_working_directory'

myODBpath = path + ODBname + '.odb.'

myODB = session.openOdb(myODBpath)

except:

pass

# calculate max mises value and location for gravity load case

maxMisesValue, maxMisesElement = getMaxMisesGravity(myODB)

# get final strains of sensors

SensorStrains = getStrainsGravity(myODB)

# append to lists

Mises_best_list.append(maxMisesValue[0])

Mises_best_location_list.append(maxMisesElement[0])

sensor_best_list.append(SensorStrains)

sensor1_best_list.append(SensorStrains[0])

sensor2_best_list.append(SensorStrains[1])

sensor3_best_list.append(SensorStrains[3]) # sensor3=sensor4

sensor4_best_list.append(SensorStrains[2])

#x_best_list.append(x_start)

# Gravity output file

outputFile=open('gravityOnly.txt','a+')

outputFile.write('When the arch is unloaded'+'\n')

outputFile.write('the max Von Mises stress is'+str(maxMisesValue[0])+' ')

outputFile.write('at element number'+str(maxMisesElement)+'\n')

outputFile.write('the strainvalue at sensor 1='+str(SensorStrains[0])+'\n')

outputFile.write('the strainvalue at sensor 2='+str(SensorStrains[1])+'\n')

outputFile.write('the strainvalue at sensor 3='+str(SensorStrains[3])+'\n')

outputFile.write('the strainvalue at sensor 4='+str(SensorStrains[2])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

# set mises value as original function value (load case gravity) for energy function

f0 = maxMisesValue[0]

print 'f0 = ' + str(f0)

# delete boundary conditions

try:

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-left']

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-right']

except:

pass

# close result file

myODB.close()

# delete the job // otherwise a massive number of jobs exists

initialrun = 0
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#####################################################################################

######################### List of faces for loadcases  ##############################

#####################################################################################

face_list=[]

face_list.append(-497.984418)

face_list.append(3.745298)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-483.096022)

face_list.append(29.524732)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-478.595519)

face_list.append(36.743025)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-462.00094)

face_list.append(61.458679)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-457.02346)

face_list.append(68.356718)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-438.798399)

face_list.append(91.895846)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-433.366652)

face_list.append(98.442161)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-413.594228)

face_list.append(120.697407)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-407.732985)

face_list.append(126.862143)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-386.503414)

face_list.append(147.73196)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-380.239409)

face_list.append(153.486999)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-357.649532)

face_list.append(172.876191)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-351.011343)

face_list.append(178.195276)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-327.164185)

face_list.append(196.015413)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-320.182092)

face_list.append(200.874283)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-295.186461)
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face_list.append(217.044057)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-287.892318)

face_list.append(221.420543)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-261.862202)

face_list.append(235.866216)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-254.289273)

face_list.append(239.74036)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-227.343434)

face_list.append(252.396021)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-219.526274)

face_list.append(255.750146)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-191.787622)

face_list.append(266.558069)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-183.76188)

face_list.append(269.376879)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-155.356956)

face_list.append(278.28776)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-147.159248)

face_list.append(280.558394)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-118.217609)

face_list.append(287.53159)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-109.885324)

face_list.append(289.243692)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-80.539002)

face_list.append(294.247391)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-72.110155)

face_list.append(295.393149)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-42.493011)

face_list.append(298.404528)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(-34.006048)

face_list.append(298.978717)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(-4.253182)

face_list.append(299.984038)
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face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(4.253182)

face_list.append(299.984038)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(34.006048)

face_list.append(298.978717)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(42.493011)

face_list.append(298.404528)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(72.110155)

face_list.append(295.393149)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(80.539002)

face_list.append(294.247391)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(109.885324)

face_list.append(289.243692)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(118.217609)

face_list.append(287.53159)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(147.159248)

face_list.append(280.558394)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(155.356956)

face_list.append(278.28776)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(183.76188)

face_list.append(269.376879)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(191.787622)

face_list.append(266.558069)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(219.526274)

face_list.append(255.750146)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(227.343434)

face_list.append(252.396021)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(254.289273)

face_list.append(239.74036)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(261.862202)

face_list.append(235.866216)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(287.892318)

face_list.append(221.420543)

face_list.append(175.0)
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face_list.append(295.186461)

face_list.append(217.044057)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(320.182092)

face_list.append(200.874283)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(327.164185)

face_list.append(196.015413)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(351.011343)

face_list.append(178.195276)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(357.649532)

face_list.append(172.876191)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(380.239409)

face_list.append(153.486999)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(386.503414)

face_list.append(147.73196)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(407.732985)

face_list.append(126.862143)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(413.594228)

face_list.append(120.697407)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(433.366652)

face_list.append(98.442161)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(438.798399)

face_list.append(91.895846)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(457.02346)

face_list.append(68.356718)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(462.00094)

face_list.append(61.458679)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(478.595519)

face_list.append(36.743025)

face_list.append(175.0)

face_list.append(483.096022)

face_list.append(29.524732)

face_list.append(125.0)

face_list.append(497.984418)

face_list.append(3.745298)

face_list.append(175.0)
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##############################################################################################

##################   Simulated Annealing for Many Loads  #############################

##########################################################################################

# 4 nested loops are ran next to obtain the database

# In the outer loop, a load surface is generated

# In the second loop, a load magnitude is generated 

# The third loop, loops through the temperature phases for simulated annealing algorithm

# The fourth loop, iterates through the number of trials per temperature phase  

#magnitudelist=[10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24]

magnitudelist=[14]

number_of_loadcases=1 #31

s=0 # used for load surface selection

# s i w j k 

for i in range(number_of_loadcases):

# generate new load surface

# selecting 4 neighbouring faces for 1 loadcase

# findAt uses 3 coordinates to find a face (x,y,z) 

# a total of 12 coordinates are appended at the start of every iteration

# at the end of each iteration the load and loadsurface is deleted

myAssembly.Surface(name='loadsurface',

side2Faces=

ArchInstance.faces.findAt(((face_list[s], face_list[s+1], face_list[s+2]), ),

((face_list[s+3], face_list[s+4], face_list[s+5]), ),

((face_list[s+6], face_list[s+7], face_list[s+8]), ),

((face_list[s+9], face_list[s+10], face_list[s+11]), )

))

s+=6

for w in range(len(magnitudelist)):

# select magnitude from list 

magnitude=magnitudelist[w]

print 'Loadcase: ' + str(i+1) + ' with magnitude: ' + str(magnitude)

# apply magnitude

myModel.Pressure(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'static nonlinear', distributionType=TOTAL_FORCE, field='', magnitude=magnitude,

name='pressureload', region=

myAssembly.surfaces['loadsurface'])

# Set initial boundary conditions

# Boundary condition is x_start

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-left', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-left'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_start[0]))

# right boundary condition. UR3 = beta

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-right', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-right'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_start[1]))

# create job
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myJob=mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint=OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,

memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='ArchPlexiglas', modelPrint=OFF,

multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+str(i+1)+'_'+str(w+1),

nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None, scratch='',

type=ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

# submit job

myJob.submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)

# wait for completion

myJob.waitForCompletion()

# Open the odb

try:

ODBname='\ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+str(i+1)+'_'+str(w+1)

path='D:\Documenten\school\Abacus_working_directory'

myODBpath = path + ODBname + '.odb.'

myODB = session.openOdb(myODBpath)

except:

print 'odb could not be opened'

continue

# calculate initial Max Mises stress for current load case

maxMisesValue, maxMisesElement = getMaxMises(myODB)

# Set current function value and best solution so far to max Mises

fx_i = maxMisesValue[0]

BESTMISES = maxMisesValue[0]

print 'BESTMISES at the start = ' + str(BESTMISES)

print 'x_start = ' + str(x_start)

# get strains of sensors 

SensorStrains = getStrains(myODB)

# The sensor strains corresponding to this load case are saved in the database

# Along with x_start on the same line in the database

sensor_best_list.append(SensorStrains)

sensor1_best_list.append(SensorStrains[0])

sensor2_best_list.append(SensorStrains[1])

sensor3_best_list.append(SensorStrains[3])

sensor4_best_list.append(SensorStrains[2])

#x_best_list.append(x_start) 

# Append to mises all lists and x all list to see how the algorithm progresses

Mises_all_list.append(maxMisesValue[0])

Mises_all_location_list.append(maxMisesElement[0])

x_all_list.append(x_start)

# delete boundary conditions

try:

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-left']

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-right']

except:

pass

# close result file

myODB.close()

# delete the job // otherwise a massive number of jobs exists

###########################################################################

################## Start simulated annealing  #############################

###########################################################################
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for j in range(J):

print 'Cycle: ' + str(j+1) + ' with Temperature: ' + str(T) + ' with stepsize ' +

str(deltaXmax)

for k in range(K):

n+=1

print 'Iteration: ' + str(n+1)

# Generate new random boundary conditions

x_i = BCgenerate(x_current,deltaXmax,x_max,x_min)

# write current solution vector to list

x_all_list.append(x_i[0])

x_all_list.append(x_i[1])

x_all_list.append(" ")

print 'New boundary conditions ' + str(x_i)

# left boundary condition. UR3 = alpha

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-left', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-left'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_i[0]))

# right boundary condition. UR3 = beta

myModel.DisplacementBC(amplitude=UNSET, createStepName=

'gravity', distributionType=UNIFORM, fieldName='', fixed=OFF,

localCsys=None, name='BC-right', region=

myAssembly.sets['Boundary-right'], u1=0.0, u2=0.0, u3=

0.0, ur1=0.0, ur2=0.0, ur3=float(x_i[1]))

# create job 

# different jobs are made instead of overwriting 

#to make sure nothing strange happens

myJob=mdb.Job(atTime=None, contactPrint=OFF, description='', echoPrint= OFF,

explicitPrecision=SINGLE, getMemoryFromAnalysis=True, historyPrint=OFF,

memory=90, memoryUnits=PERCENTAGE, model='ArchPlexiglas', modelPrint=OFF,

multiprocessingMode=DEFAULT, name='ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+str(i+1)+'_'+str(w+

1)+'_'+str(j+1)+'_'+str(k+1),

nodalOutputPrecision=SINGLE, numCpus=1, numGPUs=0, queue=None, scratch=''

,

type=ANALYSIS, userSubroutine='', waitHours=0, waitMinutes=0)

# submit job

myJob.submit(consistencyChecking=OFF)

# wait for completion

myJob.waitForCompletion()

# Open the odb

try:

ODBname='\ArchPlexiglas'+'_'+str(i+1)+'_'+str(w+1)+'_'+str(j+1)+'_'+str(k

+1)

path='D:\Documenten\school\Abacus_working_directory'

myODBpath = path + ODBname + '.odb.'

myODB = session.openOdb(myODBpath)

except:

print 'odb could not be openend'

continue
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# calculate max mises value and location for current iteration

maxMisesValue, maxMisesElement = getMaxMises(myODB)

SensorStrains = getStrains(myODB)

fx_i = maxMisesValue[0]

print 'fx_i = ' + str(fx_i)

# append current maximum mises value to list and text file

Mises_all_list.append(maxMisesValue[0])

Mises_all_location_list.append(maxMisesElement[0])

print 'Start Simulated Annealing'

# Check if the solution is better or worse

# i.e. if the Von Mises Stress is lower or not

DeltaEsa = abs(fx_i - BESTMISES)

if (fx_i > BESTMISES):

p = math.exp(-DeltaEsa/T)

p_list.append(p)

if (random.random()<p):

accept = True

print 'worse solution accepted with p: '+str(p)

else:

accept = False

print 'worse solution not accepted with p: '+str(p)

else:

# objective function is lower, automatically accept

accept = True

VERYBEST = fx_i

x_optimal1 = x_i[0]

x_optimal2 = x_i[1]

el = maxMisesElement[0]

optimalStrains1 = SensorStrains[0]

optimalStrains2 = SensorStrains[1]

optimalStrains3 = SensorStrains[2]

optimalStrains4 = SensorStrains[3]

print 'Better solution is found'

if (accept==True):

# update best found mises stress

BESTMISES = fx_i

# update currently accepted solution vector

x_current=x_i

na +=1

# close result file

myODB.close()

# delete current BCs and job

try:

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-left']

del myModel.boundaryConditions['BC-right']

except:

pass

T = update_temperature(T,a2)

T_list.append(T)

#deltaXmax = update_stepsize(deltaXmax,a3)

# reset BESTMISES for a new load case

print 'Final values found'
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if VERYBEST <= BESTMISES:

# append best solutions to lists

x_best_list.append(x_optimal1)

x_best_list.append(x_optimal2)

x_best_list.append(" ")

Mises_best_list.append(VERYBEST)

Mises_best_location_list.append(el)

sensor1_best_list.append(optimalStrains1)

sensor2_best_list.append(optimalStrains2)

sensor3_best_list.append(optimalStrains4)

sensor4_best_list.append(optimalStrains3)

else:

x_best_list.append(x_current[0])

x_best_list.append(x_current[1])

x_best_list.append(" ")

Mises_best_list.append(BESTMISES)

Mises_best_location_list.append(maxMisesElement[0])

# get sensor strains corresponding to the optimum situation

# The best sensor strains corresponding to this load case are saved in the 

database

# Along with the best solution x_current on the same line in the database

sensor_best_list.append(SensorStrains)

sensor1_best_list.append(SensorStrains[0])

sensor2_best_list.append(SensorStrains[1])

sensor3_best_list.append(SensorStrains[3])

sensor4_best_list.append(SensorStrains[2])

# Write created lists to text files

outputFile=open('x_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(x_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(x_best_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('x_all_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(x_all_list)):

outputFile.write(str(x_all_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('T_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(T_list)):

outputFile.write(str(T_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('p_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(p_list)):

outputFile.write(str(p_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('Esa_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(Esa_list)):

outputFile.write(str(Esa_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('Mises_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(Mises_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(Mises_best_list[index])+'\n')
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outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('Mises_all_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(Mises_all_list)):

outputFile.write(str(Mises_all_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('Mises_best_location_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(Mises_best_location_list)):

outputFile.write(str(Mises_best_location_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('Mises_all_location_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(Mises_all_location_list)):

outputFile.write(str(Mises_all_location_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('sensor1_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(sensor1_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(sensor1_best_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('sensor2_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(sensor2_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(sensor2_best_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('sensor3_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(sensor3_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(sensor3_best_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

outputFile=open('sensor4_best_list.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(sensor4_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(sensor4_best_list[index])+'\n')

outputFile.close()

# Write all the best result lists to Database

#6 lists 1:4 are strains  5:6 are alpha and beta (x[0] and x[1])

outputFile = open('database.txt','a+')

for index in range(len(sensor1_best_list)):

outputFile.write(str(sensor1_best_list[index]) + " " + str(sensor2_best_list[

index]) + " " + str(sensor3_best_list[index])+ " " + str(sensor4_best_list[index

])+ " " +

str(x_best_list[0])+ " " + str(x_best_list[1]) + '\n')

outputFile.close()

BESTMISES = 10000000

print 'reset for a new load magnitude'

n=0

try:

del myModel.loads['pressureload']

except:

print 'load could not be deleted'

pass

print 'reset for a new load surface'

try:
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del myAssembly.surfaces['loadsurface']

except:

print 'surface could not be deleted'

pass

####################################################################################

###########################  Write optimal result lists to database ################

####################################################################################

#os._exit(0)
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Appendix D: Control Loop Poster 
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Appendix E: Simulated Annealing Poster 
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